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·    HSM produces all document shredders in the HSM Classic,  
SECURIO and Powerline product ranges in Germany.

·  Lifetime warranty on solid steel cutting rollers in HSM Classic  
and SECURIO document shredders at security levels P-2 to P-5.  
Cutting rollers are impervious to staples and paper clips.

·  Precise cutting unit geometry for high efficiency (special V-Tek  
groove ensures a higher cutting capacity for the same energy  
consumption).

·   Expertise in shredding various data storage media as well as paper: 
CDs/DVDs, credit cards, flash memory, hard drives etc.

·    The principles of sustainability and a sense of responsibility apply  
to the products and the production process.

·   Use no electricity in standby: The document shredders  
HSM SECURIO C16 and HSM Classic 80.2 to 104.3.

·   Save electricity with the intelligent control concept EcoSmart. The HSM  
SECURIO models C18 to B35 switch automatically to standby mode  
and are therefore permanently ready to use. The energy used in this  
mode is less than 0.1 W.

·   Energy savings of up to 90%: The HSM SECURIO document shredders  
of the P-series have an efficient energy management system and make energy 
savings of up to 90% in comparison to conventional standby  
switches.

·    Exclusive use of environmentally-friendly materials.

·  Use of patented technology for maximum performance 
at low energy consumption.

Energy management and environmental protection

· More peace of mind – before and after the purchase.

· Individual advice on products by our staff – on the phone, by email or  
onsite at your company.

· Training and education in areas like data privacy and cost savings  
through our HSM Academy.

Comprehensive service and support

·  The slight pressure on the safety element prevents unintentional   
intake and stops the document shredder immediately.

·   Anti-Jam Technology with reverse function reduces paper jams   
and maintains high shredding performance.

·   Quiet Operation due to optimal combination of motor and cutting unit.  
The low acoustic level ensures a quieter workplace.

Security and comfort
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We have been offering our customers “Made in Germany”  
quality for over 40 years.

Great Products, Great People.

With every HSM document shredder, you get a machine  

combined with decades of experience in manufacturing 

document shredders. HSM has developed into one of the 

international market leaders for document shredders from a small 

machinery plant in southern Germany due to its inventive spirit, 

expertise, high quality requirements and service orientation. 

Satisfied customers all over the world are impressed with HSM 

quality “Made in Germany” produced in the HSM production and 

assembly plants in Salem, Frickingen and Reichenbach. 

Hermann Schwelling founded the company in a small workshop in 

1971. With a clear commitment to its sites in Germany, HSM 

currently employs around 800 employees all over the world: 

highly-qualified specialists and managers, who have a 

considerable impact on the success of HSM. They ensure that 

HSM meets the high requirements of the product quality 100 %.  

“Great Products, Great People” – for the satisfaction and 

security of HSM customers.

Hermann Schwelling

Company founder HSM GmbH + Co. KG

Quality without compromise. Almost all the manufacturing 

of our products is carried out in Germany. This sets us apart 

from others. Our innovative developments are based on 

tradition and years of experience. So, it is only logical that we 

offer products with proven technology, certified quality and 

long-term warranties.

www.hsmofamerica.com
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A decisive advantage – the HSM service.

We take service seriously – with a lot of commitment and we are 

always glad to help our customers. This not only applies to our  

headquarters but also to all HSM service centers in Germany and  

all over the world.

Our warranties and services:
• With every HSM document shredder from the SECURIO  

 and Classic series, you receive a warranty for solid steel  

 cutting rollers at security levels P-2 to P-5 for the entire  

 lifetime of the machine (HSM Lifetime Warranty).

• Consulting service: individual product consulting, data  

 protection advice, service support and advice on spare part  

 requirements.

• Training and seminars on products, data protection and  

 service.

Find out all about our services at 

http://www.hsmofamerica.com/us/service/online-service-portal

HSM stands for quality in development and construction,  

production, project management and service. All HSM plants  

are certified according to DIN EN ISO 9001 and are equipped  

to produce sustainable products. Recyclable materials,  

components with high-quality materials, wear-resistant designs, 

energy-saving drives and functions all ensure a long service life.  

In this way, the value of an HSM product is maintained 

long-term for each customer.

HSM manufactures long-lasting products that will not devalue in  

the future – and already operate efficiently today. These principles  

of sustainability and the sense of responsibility apply not only to  

HSM machines, but also to the production process, material  

selection and use of energy within the company.

Because of our commitment to Germany, HSM is embedded in  

optimal framework conditions for environmental protection.  

HSM is also committed to the OroVerde tropical rain forest charity. 

HSM supports these activities to protect wildlife, vegetation as 

well as the climate. It is a small but important step towards the 

larger goal of preserving the environment for coming generations.

The best way to ensure quality is to produce it yourself.

HSM and the principle
of sustainability.

HSM produces all document shredders 

in the HSM SECURIO, Classic and Powerline 

ranges in Germany.

HSM supports the OroVerde Guatemala  
Rain Forest project with every document  
shredder sold.
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Whether at home or at work: everyone needs to protect 

themselves from data misuse! Sensitive documents end up in 

the trash far too quickly; digital data media is disposed of quite 

carelessly. Yet we need to be extremely careful with personal 

data! Companies are even required to do so by the terms of the 

German, European and US data protection laws. Dangers of an 

entirely different caliber are out there as well: increasingly, 

companies are the targets of industrial espionage. Criminals seek 

information in the environment of a company on prices, product 

development, technical expertise and company strategies. 

Firewalls and data encryption are all considered – but the proper 

disposal of information is forgotten. Are you shredding your hard 

drives with the same precautions as paper documents & flash 

drives? If not, then the door has been left wide open for industrial 

espionage and data misuse, and considerable damage to 

reputation or a financial loss is inevitable.

Document shredders are now a necessity:  
misuse of data causes millions in damages!

In the news practically every week: data misuse is widespread 

and everyone is at risk when private data gets into the wrong 

hands. This can result in considerable financial loss but also a loss 

of reputation and esteem not measurable in monetary terms. 

That goes for your private life as well as work. Yet companies are 

obliged by the Data Protection Act in Germany or US and 

individual state privacy laws, to handle personal data responsibly 

and correctly. In many companies there is no consistent data 

protection process.

 

Data protection is often not sufficiently put into practice to ensure 

that theft and misuse can be prevented. Despite privacy laws, 

protection guidelines and costly fines, in many cases efforts to 

protect data are often superficial. This might explain why bank 

statements from a bank undergoing renovation work end up on 

the street, student records or medical data from patients can be 

found in the waste paper basket.

Data protection  
is underestimated!

secure
unsecure
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The protection classes

Risks

Protection class 1  

Normal security requirement  

for internal data.

Unauthorized publication or dissemination would have a limited negative impact on the company.  

Protection of personal data must be ensured. There would otherwise be a risk to the position and  

financial situation of the affected persons.

Protection class 2 
High security requirement for 
confidential data. 

Unauthorized dissemination would have a considerable affect on the company and could infringe 

legal obligations or laws. The protection of personal data must fulfil strict requirements. There 

would otherwise be a considerable risk to the social standing and financial situation of the affected 

persons.

Protection class 3

Very high protection require-

ments for particularly confi-

dential and secret data.

Unauthorized dissemination would have serious terminal consequences for the company and  

infringe trade confidentiality obligations, contracts or laws. It is essential that the confidentiality of 

personal data is maintained. Otherwise there is a risk to the health and safety or personal freedom  

of the affected persons.

The 3 protection classes of the DIN 66399.

Why do I need to destroy data media? 
Anyone who deals with confidential, personal or sensitive data 
has to ensure that the data is properly destroyed and disposed 
of in accordance with the German Federal Data Protection Act 
or the US Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act 
(HIPAA). This means that data media must be shredded to make 
it impossible or as difficult as possible to reproduce the content 
of the data. 

Shredding according to the DIN standard
The storage media containing our confidential data and  
information are varied. Along with paper, the classic data  
medium, digital data media now also plays a major role.  

The protection requirement of your data is classified into three different classes. The type of data is checked to determine the  
protection requirement in the company. This identifies which need for protection is required, and therefore the protection class.   

New times, new storage media, new standards

The DIN 66399 standard takes this diversity into account,  
and defines what security means for all our modern media.  
The DIN 66399 supersedes DIN 32757 and describes the 
requirements for machines and processes for shredding 
data media. 

The standard was developed by the Standards Committee for  
Information Technology and Applications (NIA). Read all about  
the DIN 66399 on the following pages.

6
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The standard divides all the different data media into 6 categories. Each category contains an explanation of the data formats.

The DIN 66399 standard divides each data 
media category into 7 security levels. The 
higher the security level, the smaller the 
particles.

Security level 1: General documents to be rendered illegible or invalidated.

Security level 2:  Internal documents to be rendered illegible or invalidated.

Security level 3:  Data media with sensitive and confidential data as well as  
personal data subject to high protection requirements.

Security level 4:   Data media with highly sensitive and confidential data as well  
as personal data subject to high protection requirements.

Security level 5:   Data media with confidential information of fundamental  
importance for a person, company or institution.

Security level 6:   Data media with confidential documents in the case of  
extraordinary security precautions.

Security level 7:   For strictly confidential data with the highest security  
precautions. 

The 6 data media of the DIN 66399

Information in 

original size:

e.g. paper, x-ray 

films, print forms

Information in reduced form:

e.g. films, foils

Hard drives with  

magnetic data media

Electronic data  

media:

e.g. USB sticks, chip cards, solid  

state drives, flash memory from 

smartphones and tablet PCs, 

memory cards from digital cameras

Magnetic  

data media:

e.g. floppy disks, ID cards  

with magnetic strips

Optical Data Media:

e.g. CDs, DVDs, Blu-ray discs

The 7 security levels of the DIN 66399  

Security levels

Protection class 
1 

1

2

3

Protection class 
2 
 

3

4

5

Protection class 
3

4

5 

6 

7

7
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Security levels

Security level 1

General documents to be rendered illegible or invalidated, for instance  
old advertising material such as catalogues, brochures.

Security level 2

Internal documents to be rendered illegible or invalidated, for instance internal 
company communication, such as out-of-date instructions, travel guidelines, 
notices, forms.

Security level 3

Data media with sensitive and confidential data as well as personal data subject 
to high protection requirements, e.g. company sales reports and tax documents as 
well as quotations, orders etc. with private address data.

Security level 4

Data media with sensitive and confidential data as well as personal data subject 
to high protection requirements, e.g. balances and conditions as well as payslips, 
personal data/files, work contracts, medical reports, tax documents.

Security level 5

Data media with confidential information of fundamental importance for a 
person, company or institution, e.g. patents, construction documents, strategic 
papers, competitor analysis, process documentation.

Security level 6

Data media with confidential documentation in the case of extraordinary 
security precautions, e.g. research and development documents, official areas.

Security level 7

For strictly confidential data with the highest security precautions e.g. Secret 
Service or military sectors.

What security level do I need?

 Define your  
 protection class ...

  ...  which leads to the security levels.

Protection class 2
High protection requirement  
for confidential data.

Protection class 3
Very high protection requirements  
for particularly confidential and 
secret data.

Protection class 1
Normal protection requirement 
for internal data.

To find out exactly which security level is the right one for you, just follow the three steps at the top of this page. If you have 

different types of data media to be destroyed, the one requiring the highest security level is relevant for determining which 

cutting size you need.
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P-1

P-2

P-3

P-5

P-6

P-7

P-4

O-1

O-2

O-3

O-5

O-6

O-7

O-4

T-1

T-2

T-3

T-5

T-6

T-7

T-4

E-1

E-2

E-3

E-5

E-6

E-7

E-4

F-1

F-2

F-3

F-5

F-6

F-7

F-4

H-1

H-2

H-3

H-5

H-6

H-7

H-4
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Information in  
original size

Optical 
data media

Magnetic  
data media

Electronic  
data media

Information in  
reduced form

Hard drives with  
magnetic data 
media

Modifications reserved.

e.g. paper, x-ray
films, print forms

e.g. CDs, DVDs,  
Blu ray discs

e.g. floppy disks, ID cards
with magnetic strips

e.g. USB sticks, chip cards, 
solid state drives, flash  
memory from smartphones 
and tablet PCs, memory cards 
from digital cameras

e.g. films, foils e.g. hard drives with
magnetic data media

 Select the data media relevant for you.

Particle size  
max. 2000 mm²

Particle size  
max. 800 mm²

Mechanically 
inoperable

Particle size  
max. 2000 mm²

Mechanically/electronically 
inoperable

Particle size  
max. 160 mm²

Particle size  
max. 30 mm²

Damaged

Mechanically/electronically 
inoperable

Split

Strip size
max. 12 mm

Strip size
max. 6 mm

Particle size
max. 320 mm²

Particle size
max. 160 mm 2

Particle size
max. 30 mm 2

Particle size
max. 5 mm 2

Particle size
max. 10 mm 2

Particle size  
max. 160 mm²

Particle size
max. 30 mm 2

Particle size
max. 10 mm 2

Particle size
max. 5 mm 2

Particle size
max. 0.2 mm 2

Particle size  
max. 320 mm²

Particle size
max. 160 mm 2

Particle size
max. 30 mm 2

Particle size
max. 10 mm 2

Particle size  
max. 2.5 mm²

Particle size  
max. 160 mm²

Particle size
max. 30 mm 2

Particle size
max. 10 mm 2

Particle size  
max. 0.5 mm²

Particle size  
max. 10 mm²

Particle size  
max. 2,5 mm²

Particle size  
max. 0.5 mm²

Particle size  
max. 0.2 mm²

Deformed

Split and deformed several times. 
Particle size max. 2000 mm²

Split and deformed several times. 
Particle size max. 10 mm²

Split and deformed several times. 
Particle size max. 5 mm²

Particle size
max. 1 mm 2

Particle size
max. 1 mm 2

Split and deformed several times. 
Particle size max. 320 mm²

Security levels with widths and particle sizes at a glance:

All security levels achieved with       HSM document shredders.
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Using the DIN standard in practice:TIP!
1.  Determine the protection class for the data you want 

to shred.   

2.  Select the security level. The protection class issued 
then offers you a choice of three security levels. The 
higher the security level you select, the smaller and 
therefore more secure the particles are shredded. 

3. Check what type of data media you need to deal  
 with. Paper, CDs, magnetic storage, electronic  
 storage, hard drives etc. 

4.  Now connect data media and security level. You 
can now use this information to select the appropriate 
document shredder.

Document shredders / Hard drive shredder product finder
Scope of application Protection 

class
Security level* Cutting Capabilities Model*1

Home / small office
1 up to 3 persons

1 P-2 / O-1 / T-1 / E-2
  

shredstar: S10

1 P-2
  

Classic: 80.2

1 P-2 / T-2 / E-2
   

SECURIO: C14, C16, C18, Classic: 90.2, 102.2

1 P-2 / O-2 / T-2 / E-2
   

shredstar: PS825s

2 P-4 / O-1 / T-2 / E-2 / F-1
     

shredstar: X10, PS820c, BS12c, BS14c, X5, X8

2 P-4 / F-1
 

Classic: 80.2, 90.2, 102.2
shredstar: BS10Cs, BS6Ms      

2 P-4 / T-4 / E-3 / F-1
   

SECURIO: C14, C16, C18

2 P-5 / T-5 / E-4 / F-2
   

SECURIO: C18

2 P-4 / O-3 / T-4 / E-4 / F-1
    

shredstar: MS12c

Office
1 up to 5 persons

1 P-2 / O-2 / T-2 / E-2 
    

SECURIO: B22, B24, B26, B32 
Classic: 104.3,108.2

1 P-2 / O-2 / T-2 / E-2
      

Classic: 125.2

2 P-4 / T-4 / E-3 / F-1
   

SECURIO: B22, Classic 104.3,108.2,125.2

2 P-4 / T-2 / E-2 / F-1
    

shredstar: X6pro

2 P-4 / O-3 / T-4 / E-3 / F-1
    

SECURIO: AF150, AF300, B24, B26, B32, 

2 P-4 / O-3 / T-4 / E-3 / F-1
      

Classic 225.2

2-3 P-5 / T-5 / E-4 / F-2
  SECURIO: AF150, AF300, B22, B24, B26, B32 shredstar: PS817c

3 P-6 / F-3
  

Classic:125.2, 225.2

3 P-7 / F-3
 

SECURIO: B24
Classic: 125.2, 225.2

3 F-4 code tape Classic: nanoshred 726

Large office
5 up to 8 persons

1 P-2 / O-2 / T-2 / E-2
   

SECURIO: B34, B35, Classic: 386.2 

1 P-2 / O-2 / T-2 / E-2
     

Classic 225.2

2 P-4 / T-4 / E-3 / F-1
   

Classic: 386.2

2 P-4 / O-3 / T-4 / E-3 / F-1
    

SECURIO: AF500, B34, B35

2 P-4 / O-3 / T-4 / E-3 / F-1
      

Classic: 225.2

2-3 P-5 / T-5 / E-4 / F-2
   

SECURIO: AF500, B34, B35

3 P-6 / F-3
 

Classic: 225.2

3 P-7 / F-3
 

SECURIO: B34, Classic: 225.2
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Shredding different types of data media securely.
You have documents with protection class 2 which need to be shredded. You 
select security level 4, as this involves strictly confidential personal data. The 
information is on paper and on DVDs, i.e. data media in the P and O 
categories. You need a document shredder which can shred both media 
types. The right security level for paper is P-4, and for DVDs O-3. To find the 
right document shredder, look for the combination P-4 / O-3.

1

2

3

P F O T H E
P-1 F-1 O-1 T-1 H-1 E-1

P-2 F-2 O-2 T-2 H-2 E-2

P-3 F-3 O-3 T-3 H-3 E-3

P-4 F-4 O-4 T-4 H-4 E-4

P-5 F-5 O-5 T-5 H-5 E-5

P-6 F-6 O-6 T-6 H-6 E-6

P-7 F-7 O-7 T-7 H-7 E-7

Protection class Security level

Scope of application Protection 
class

Security level* Cutting Capabilities Model*1

Department
8 up to 15 persons

1 P-2 / O-2 / T-2 / E-2
     

SECURIO: P36, P40, Classic: 390.3

1 P-2 / O-2 / T-2 / E-2
      

SECURIO: P44, Classic: 411.2

1-2 P-3 / O-2 / T-3 / E-2
      

Classic: 411.2

2 P-4 / O-3 / T-4 / E-3 / F-1
    

SECURIO: P36

2 P-4 / O-3 / T-4 / E-3 / F-1
      

SECURIO: P40

2 P-4 / O-3 / T-4 / E-3 / F-1
      

SECURIO: P44

2-3 P-5 / T-5 / E-4 / F-2
   

SECURIO: P36, Classic: 390.3

2-3 P-5 / O-4 / T-5 / E-4 / F-2
    

SECURIO: P40

2-3 P-5 / O-4 / T-5 / E-4 / F-2
     

2-3 P-5 / O-4 / T-5 / E-4 / F-2
      

SECURIO: P44

3 P-6 / F-3
 

Classic: 390.3, 411.2

3 P-7 / F-3
 

SECURIO: P36, Classic: 390.3, 411.2

Separate 
cutting unit

3 O-5 / T-6 / E-5
    

Classic: 411.2 OMDD

3 P-7 / O-6 / T-6 / E-5 / F-3
    

SECURIO: 

Industrial
more than 15 persons

1 P-2 / O-2 / T-2 / E-2
      

Powerline: FA 400.2

1-2 P-3 / O-2 / T-3 / E-2
     

Shredder Baler Combinations

1-2 P-3 / O-2 / T-3 / E-2
      

Powerline: FA 500.3

2-3 P-4 / O-3 / T-4 / E-3 / F-1
      

Powerline: 450.2
Shredder Baler Combinations: SP4040V

2-3 P-5 / O-4 / T-5 / E-4 / F-2
      

Powerline: FA 500.3

Hard drives /
Data media

2 O-1 / T-2 / E-2 / H-4
    

Powerline: HDS 230-1 single-stage hard drive shredder

2-3 O-3 / T-3 / E-2 / H-5
    

Powerline: HDS 230- 2 dual-stage hard drive shredder

2 O-1 / T-2 / E-2 / H-4
     

Powerline: HDS 230- 3 single-stage hard drive shredder

2 T-1 / E-2 / H-3
     

Powerline: HDS 150

*) Comparison of old DIN 32757-1 / new DIN 66399 refer to the product table* 1) Refer to the product table for the cutting size
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HSM Classic:
The classic way to shred data media.

HSM SECURIO / HSM SECURIO mit Autofeed:
Design und Sicherheit spielen zusammen.

HSM offers a great range of document shredders
worldwide – for virtually every application area.

Key to symbols
Credit and  

customer cards
CDs / DVDs

Staples and  

paper clips
Discs USB sticks

Materials that can also be  
shredded as well as paper:

Technical services:
Motor

Intake width /

working width
Max. paper format

Container / 

collection volume

Voltage /  

frequency

Do you need a compact document shredder to use at home, a main 

unit for a busy office, a complete waste disposal station for large 

quantities of documents or a shredder for your digital data storage 

media? In the HSM SECURIO, Classic, shredstar and  

Powerline product ranges as well as hard drive shredders, you will 

find the right machine for your requirements. In any price category, at 

any security level, at any performance class and for any data storage 

medium.

HSM SECURIO / HSM SECURIO with AutoFeed:
Design and security work together.

HSM shredstar:
The right paper shredder for small amounts.

HSM Powerline hard drive shredders:
shred hard drives reliably.

Much easier than you would expect:  
Data protection with HSM!
Now find the right document shredder for any demand.
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Quality document shredders with maximum reliability.
Solid, functional, user-friendly.

HSM Classic shredders

Getting started in data protection: functional document shredders 
for a small budget and a small office.

HSM shredstar shredders

The Premium range from HSM: Maximum quality in design,  
convenience and function.

HSM SECURIO shredders

Keeps sensitive and confidential documents safe until it is  
time to shred.

HSM Cutting Machines

Our complete solution for HSM machines: reusable collecting bags, 
oil, polyester tape, cardboard boxes, everything you need to keep 
your HSM Machines running at optimum level.

HSM Accessories

Roller cutters, guillotines or stack cutters – the product range  
includes machines for the home office, as well as professional  
machines for batch processing.

HSM Shred Bins & Carts

Specially developed by HSM to meet the highest security 
precaution requirements.

HSM High Security shredders

Innovative and practical warehouse management solutions all 
designed to reduce costs, be environmentally friendly and 
conserve precious space.

HSM Warehouse Management Solutions

HSM Powerline industrial shredders 

HSM Shredder baler combinations

Ideal for destroying large quantities of materials such as archives 
and bulk storage.

Complete, waste disposal stations built for shredding  
large quantities.

Page 37 - 44

Page 61- 64

Page 65 - 66

Page 67 - 69

Page 52 - 60

Page 45 - 48

Page 49 - 51

Page 14 - 25 

Page 26 - 30

Page 31 - 36
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HSM

HSM SECURIO document shredders 
Stylish elegance for the office.
Now with a 3 years warranty.

Are you looking for quality, durability and design? Then you have found the perfect answer with the HSM SECURIO document 
shredders. You can expect the highest level of quality here – Made in Germany. With a three-year warranty on all HSM 
SECURIO models. Regardless of whether you have chosen the C-series for the home office, the B-series for the workplace, the 
P-series for professional use or the AF-series with automatic paper feed: you are on the safe side with shredders from HSM!  

HSM SECURIO C-series:
Space-saving, efficient and secure. The C-series 
impresses with its appealing compact design and  
ease of use. Perfect for document shredding at  
the office or at home.

HSM SECURIO P-series:
Professionalism at the highest level. The P-series 
impresses with its smooth running and perfectly 
balanced cutting units for a consistently high  
cutting performance. Ideal for document shredding 
for large working groups for up to fifteen people.

HSM SECURIO B-series:
Space-saving, reliable and versatile. The B-series 
impresses with its high level of performance and 
maximum functionality. The product range offers 
document shredders for the workplace or small 
working groups of up to eight people.

HSM SECURIO AF-series:
Innovative, convenient and time-saving.  
The autofeed paper shredders of the AF-line with 
Nanogrip Technology combine functionality and 
ease of use. For the reliable and easy shredding of 
stacks of paper and individual sheets of paper.

HSM SECURIO Document shredders
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HSM SECURIO AutoFeed shredders 
Innovative, easy to use and time-saving.

Excellent environmental consideration:
HSM SECURIO document shredders
Low energy consumption, durable design and the avoidance of materials that are harmful to the environment 
characterize HSM shredders. These were the reasons for awarding the document shredders from the HSM 
SECURIO series with the Blue Angel. We are particularly proud of this.

Great for users who care about the environment!
1. The document shredders HSM SECURIO C14 and C16 does not consume any power in stand-by mode.

2. Save power with the intelligent control program EcoSmart. The HSM SECURIO C18 to B35 document shredders 
automatically switch to stand-by mode and are therefore always ready for operation. The energy demand is less than 
0.1 Watt here.

3. Achieve up to 90 % in energy savings: The P-series HSM SECURIO document shredders have an energy-saving 
management system and save up to 90 % in energy in comparison to conventional stand-by switches.

Thanks to the energy-saving management systems, HSM SECURIO document shredders are particularly efficient.
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HSM SECURIO document shredders
The latest technology that excites

Very practical
The design viewing window – typical 
for the HSM SECURIO shredder series. 
You can always see how full the waste 
container is by looking through the 
window and it can therefore always  
be emptied in good time.

Specially hardened 
solid steel cutting rollers
The specially hardened cutting rollers 
made from solid steel are impervious 
to staples and paper clips and 
guarantee a long service life.

Multifunction element for 
intuitive operation
The device can be intuitively operated 
with the multifunction element.

Automatic reverse
The automatic reverse rectifies 
paper jams and ensures smooth 
operation.

Pressure-sensitive  
safety element 
The device automatically switches 
off if pressure is applied to the safety 
element.

Simple emptying

1  To empty the waste container,  
the housing top can be easily removed 
– a practical, recessed grip facilitates 
handling.

 
2  The waste container can be easily 

removed and emptied.

 
3  After opening the door, the 

removable, reusable collecting bag can 
be easily removed and emptied.

1 2 3

Continuous operation  
and low noise
Reliable operation even for continuous 
load. Optimum design of cutting and 
drive components as well as the closed 
gear mechanism ensure low noise.
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Integrated automatic oiler
This maintenance friendly document 
shredder has an integrated automatic 
oiler which ensures that you have a 
consistently high cutting capacity.

External oiler
For a consistently high cutting 
performance, this low maintenance 
document shredder has an external 
automatic oiler as an option.

Separate CD cutting unit   
(4 x 7 mm)
The separate media cutting unit with a 
waste container effortlessly shreds CDs 
/ DVDs, credit and loyalty cards as well 
as floppy discs into small particles (4 x 
7 mm). The shredded material can then 
be disposed of with the waste materials 
already sorted.

Separate OMDD cutting unit 
(2 x 2 mm)
The separate media cutting unit with 
a waste container effortlessly shreds 
CDs / DVDs, credit and loyalty cards as 
well as floppy discs into small particles 
(2 x 2 mm). The shredded material can 
then be disposed of with the waste 
materials already sorted.

PAPERcontrol paper  
thickness measurement
PAPERcontrol for measuring the paper 
thickness avoids annoying paper jams. 
An LED display signals whether the 
stack of papers can be destroyed in a 
single work process. 

Time-saving and  
easy to use
Paper stacks of up to 500 sheets can 
be put into the magazine and destroyed 
automatically.

Metal detection
A separate metal detection feature 
protects the cutting unit and stops 
the device if metal parts, such as 
staples, are inserted. These can be 
removed and the shredding process 
can continue.

Nanogrip Technology for 
reliable sheet intake
The document shredders with auto- 
feed have a specially developed 
intake and transport rollers which use 
Nanogrip Technology. This enables 
sheet after sheet to be pulled in 
securely from the stack of paper.

Lock-and-Go function 
(AF300 / AF500)
It is possible to secure the paper  
stack inserted into the magazine  
against unauthorized access by  
using the Lock-and-Go function. 
To this end, an individual security  
code is saved on a USB medium 
per stack processing. After starting, 
the shredding process can only be 
interrupted by the owner of the USB 
medium.

Parallel operation:  
Autofeed and manual feed  
of paper possible
Useful dual function: During the 
autofeed stack processing, it is possible 
to manually feed paper at  
the same time.



18 When ordering please also consider the consumable materials for the HSM SECURIO document shredders on page 68.
All specifications are listed without guarantee. Technical and design modifications reserved.
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EM - Energy Management Control   System HS - High Security SolutionsLW - Lifetime Warranty on Solid Steel Cutting Rollers

CS - Comprehensive Safety SystemTAA - TAA Compliant

AJ - Anti-Jam TechnologyQO - Quiet Operation

LW

LW

DE

DE

ST

ST

TAA

TAA

QO

QO

AJ

AJ

• High quality materials and “Made in Germany“ quality for safety and durability 
• Cutting rollers made of hardened solid steel with lifetime warranty    
• Quiet operation minimizes noise development in the workplace    
• Energy Management Control System Zero Power: particularly low power consumption of 0.1 watt in standby mode
• Blue Angel: The document shredder is awarded for its sustainability 
• Automatic paper feed with overload protection reduces paper jams   
• The device automatically switches off if pressure is applied to the safety element  
• Practical automatic start / stop    
• Effortless emptying of the waste container via the removable housing top   
• Dust emission tested by independent institute has proven safe & harmless  
• Level indicator through inspection window in the waste container 

• High quality materials and “Made in Germany” quality for safety and durability
• Cutting rollers made of hardened steel with lifetime warranty
• Quiet operation minimizes noise development in the workplace
• Zero power consumption in standby mode
• Blue Angel: The document shredder is awarded for its sustainability
• Paper feed with overload protection reduces paper jams
• The device automatically switches off if pressure is applied to the safety element
• Practical automatic start/stop
• Effortless emptying of the waste container via the removal housing top

HSM SECURIO C16 document shredder
Small, sleek and secure – the entry-level model of the C series. With cutting rollers made from hardened steel and a pressure-
sensitive safety element. The ideal document shredder for the desk. 

HSM SECURIO C14 document shredder
Space-saving. quiet and reliable: the shredder for your home office. No power use in standby, has a high degree of user safety 
-and all of this in a great modern design.

300 W

300 W

8.8 in

8.9 in

6.6 gal

5.3 gal

115 V/
60Hz

115 V/
60Hz

EM

EM

Part # Cutting Size Cutting Type Cutting capacity
 in sheets

Security level 
DIN 32757-1

Security Level 
DIN 66399

Cutting 
capabilities

HSM1900 1/8“ strip 13 - 15 2 P-2 / T-2 / E-2

HSM1901 1/4“ strip 16 - 18 2 P-2 / T-2 / E-2

HSM1902 5/32“ x 1“ cross 6 - 7 3 P-4 / T-4 / E-3 / F-1

Dimensions (HxWxD): 17.9“ x 14.4“ x 11.3“ color: white

Part # Cutting Size Cutting Type Cutting capacity
 in sheets

Security level 
DIN 32757-1

Security Level 
DIN 66399

Cutting 
capabilities

HSM2250 1/8" strip 10 - 12 sheets 2 P-2 / T-2 / E-2

HSM2253 5/32" x 1" cross 5 - 6 sheets 3 P-4 / T-4 / E-3 / F-1

Dimensions (HxWxD): 17.9“ x 14.4“ x 10.2“  color: white

NEW
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When ordering please also consider the consumable materials for the HSM SECURIO document shredders on page 68.
All specifications are listed without guarantee. Technical and design modifications reserved.
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EM - Energy Management Control   System HS - High Security SolutionsLW - Lifetime Warranty on Solid Steel Cutting Rollers

CS - Comprehensive Safety SystemTAA - TAA Compliant

AJ - Anti-Jam TechnologyQO - Quiet Operation

LWDE ST TAAQOAJ

LWDE ST TAACD QOAJ

• High quality materials and “Made in Germany“ quality for safety and durability 
• Cutting rollers made of hardened solid steel with lifetime warranty    
• Quiet operation minimizes noise development in the workplace    
• Energy Management Control System EcoSmart: particularly low power consumption of 0.1 watt in standby mode 
• Blue Angel: The document shredder is awarded for its sustainability   
• Automatic paper feed with overload protection reduces paper jams   
• The device automatically switches off if pressure is applied to the safety element  
• Multifunction element for intuitive operation    
• Light barrier for automatic start / stop    
• Removable waste container for effortless emptying    
• Dust emission tested by independent institute has proven safe & harmless 
• Level indicator through inspection window in the waste container      
      

• High quality materials and “Made in Germany“ quality for safety and durability; complete with a 3 year warranty 
• Cutting rollers made of hardened solid steel   
• Powerful motor allows for continuous operation   
• Quiet operation minimizes noise development in the workplace   
• Energy Management Control System EcoSmart: particularly low power consumption of 0.1 watts in standby mode 
• Blue Angel: The document shredder is awarded for its sustainability   
• Automatic paper feed with overload protection reduces paper jams   
• Safety element prevents unintentional entry   
• Multifunction element for intuitive operation   
• Light barrier for automatic start / stop   
• Removable waste container for effortless emptying   
• Level indicator through inspection window in the waste container       
     

HSM SECURIO C18 document shredder
Compact, functional and convenient. With cutting rollers made from hardened steel and a pressure-sensitive safety element. 
The quiet document shredder with a removable waste container – for demanding users in the private sector or in the home.

HSM SECURIO B22 document shredder
Data security made easy! The powerful entry level model of the B series for the workplace. With automatic start / stop and 
overload protection. The waste container with 8.7 gallons of capacity can be easily removed and emptied.

400 W

440 W

9.1 in

9.4 in

6.6 gal

8.7 gal

115 V/
60Hz

115 V / 
60Hz

EM

EM
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Part # Cutting Size Cutting Type Cutting capacity
 in sheets

Security level 
DIN 32757-1

Security Level 
DIN 66399

Cutting 
capabilities

HSM1900 1/8“ strip 13 - 15 2 P-2 / T-2 / E-2

HSM1901 1/4“ strip 16 - 18 2 P-2 / T-2 / E-2

HSM1902 5/32“ x 1“ cross 6 - 7 3 P-4 / T-4 / E-3 / F-1

Dimensions (HxWxD): 17.9“ x 14.4“ x 11.3“ color: white

Part # Cutting Size Cutting Type Cutting capacity
 in sheets

Security level 
DIN 32757-1

Security Level 
DIN 66399

Cutting 
capabilities

HSM2250 1/8" strip 10 - 12 sheets 2 P-2 / T-2 / E-2

HSM2253 5/32" x 1" cross 5 - 6 sheets 3 P-4 / T-4 / E-3 / F-1

Dimensions (HxWxD): 17.9“ x 14.4“ x 10.2“  color: white

Part # Cutting Size Cutting Type Cutting capacity
 in sheets

Security level 
DIN 32757-1

Security Level 
DIN 66399

Cutting 
capabilities

HSM1830 1/8“ strip 16 - 18 2 P-2 / T-2 / E-2

HSM1831 1/4“ strip 22 - 24 2 P-2 / O-2 / T-2/ E-2

HSM1833 1/8“ x 1 1/8“ cross 12 - 14 3 P-4 / T-4 / E-3 / F-1

HSM1832 1/16" x 9/16" micro 9 - 11 4 P-5 / T-5 / E-4 / F-2

Dimensions (HxWxD): 23.1“ x 14.8“ x 11.3“  color: white

Part # Cutting Size Cutting Type Cutting capacity
 in sheets

Security level 
DIN 32757-1

Security Level 
DIN 66399

Cutting 
capabilities

HSM1910 1/8“ strip 14 - 15 2 P-2 / T-2 / E-2

HSM1911 1/4“ strip 19 - 20 2 P-2 / O-2 / T-2/ E-2

HSM1913 5/32“ x 1“ cross 10 - 11 3 P-4 / T-4 / E-3 / F-1

HSM1912 1/16" x 9/16" micro 8 - 9 4 P-5 / T-5 / E-4 / F-2

Dimensions (HxWxD): 21.3“ x 14.4“ x 11.3“  color: white
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Automatic oiler for cutting unit 250 ml Part # + O       all cross & micro-cut versions

Part # Cutting Size Cutting Type Cutting capacity
 in sheets

Security level 
DIN 32757-1

Security Level 
DIN 66399

Cutting 
capabilities

HSM1800 1/8“ strip 22 - 24 2 P-2 / T-2 / E-2

HSM1801 1/4"  strip 28 - 30 2 P-2 / O-2 / T-2 / E-2

HSM1803 3/16" x 1 1/8" cross 17 - 19 3 P-4 / O-3 / T-4 / E-3 / F-1

HSM1802 1/16" x 9/16" micro 11 - 13 4 P-5 / T-5 / E-4 / F-2

Dimensions (HxWxD): 26.6“ x 19.6“ x 15.5“ color: white

LWDE ST CS TAACD EM QOAJ

• High quality materials and “Made in Germany“ quality for safety and durability; complete with a 3 year warranty 
• Cutting rollers made of hardened solid steel with lifetime warranty   
• Quiet operation minimizes noise development in the workplace    
• Energy Management Control System EcoSmart: particularly low power consumption of 0.1 watt in standby mode 
• Blue Angel: The document shredder is awarded for its sustainability   
• Automatic paper feed with overload protection reduces paper jams   
• The device automatically switches off if pressure is applied to the safety element  
• Multifunction element for intuitive operation    
• Light barrier for automatic start / stop    
• Removable waste container for effortless emptying    
• Dust emission tested by independent institute has proven safe & harmless  
• Level indicator through inspection window in the waste container      
      

HSM SECURIO B26 document shredder
Data security at the highest level.  Thanks to the smooth and powerful cutting system, this document shredder is particularly 
suitable for data destruction in the workplace or for small working groups. 

500 W 11 in14.5 gal 115 V/
60Hz

Options Part # Available for

Automatic oiler for cutting unit 250 ml Part # + O       all cross & micro-cut versions

Part # Cutting Size Cutting Type Cutting capacity
 in sheets

Security level 
DIN 32757-1

Security Level 
DIN 66399

Cutting 
capabilities

HSM1780 1/8“ strip 22 - 24 2 P-2 / T-2 / E-2

HSM1781 1/4“ strip 28 - 30 2 P-2 / O-2 / T-2 / E-2

HSM1783 3/16“ x 1 1/8“ cross 17 - 19 3 P-4 / O-3 / T-4 / E-3 / F-1

HSM1782 1/16" x 9/16" micro 11 - 13 4 P-5 / T-5 / E-4 / F-2

Dimensions (HxWxD): 23.8“ x 12.5“ x 15.5“ color: white

LWDE ST TAACD EM QOAJ

• High quality materials and "Made in Germany" quality for safety and durability; complete with a 3 year warranty 
• Cutting rollers made of hardened solid steel    
• Powerful motor allows for continuous operation    
• Quiet operation minimizes noise development in the workplace    
• Energy Management Control System EcoSmart: particularly low power consumption of 0.1 watt in standby mode 
• Blue Angel: The document shredder is awarded for its sustainability    
• Automatic paper feed with overload protection reduces paper jams    
• Safety element prevents unintentional entry    
• Multifunction element for intuitive operation    
• Light barrier for automatic start / stop       
• Removable waste container for effortless emptying    
• Level indicator through inspection window in the waste container    

HSM SECURIO B24 document shredder
 For increased data security in a modern design. The quiet document shredder with an anti-paper jam function and  
powerful drive components is designed for continuous operation. We recommend it for use in the workplace. 500 W 9.5 in 9 gal 115 V/

60Hz

Options Part # Available for

When ordering please also consider the consumable materials for the HSM SECURIO document shredders on page 68.
All specifications are listed without guarantee. Technical and design modifications reserved.
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EM - Energy Management Control   System HS - High Security SolutionsLW - Lifetime Warranty on Solid Steel Cutting Rollers

CS - Comprehensive Safety SystemTAA - TAA Compliant

AJ - Anti-Jam TechnologyQO - Quiet Operation
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Part # Cutting Size Cutting Type Cutting capacity
 in sheets

Security level 
DIN 32757-1

Security Level 
DIN 66399

Cutting 
capabilities

HSM1820 1/8“ strip 22 - 24 2 P-2 / O-2 / T-2 / E-2

HSM1821 1/4"  strip  28 - 30 2 P-2 / O-2 / T-2 / E-2

HSM1823 3/16" x 1 1/8" cross 17 - 19 3 P-4 / O-3 / T-4 / E-3 / F-1

HSM1822 1/16" x 9/16" micro 11 - 13 4 P-5 / T-5 / E-4 / F-2

Dimensions (HxWxD): 31.2“ x 19.6“ x 15.7“ color: white

LWDE ST CS TAACD EM QOAJ

• High quality materials and "Made in Germany" quality for safety and durability; complete with a 3 year warranty 
• Cutting rollers made of hardened solid steel     
• Powerful motor allows for continuous operation     
• Quiet operation minimizes noise development in the workplace    
• Energy Management Control System EcoSmart: particularly low power consumption of 0.1 watt in standby mode 
• Blue Angel: The document shredder is awarded for its sustainability   
• Automatic paper feed with overload protection reduces paper jams   
• Safety element prevents unintentional entry     
• Multifunction element for intuitive operation     
• Light barrier for automatic start / stop     
• Mobile on castors     
• Convenient and effortless removal and emptying of collection bag
• High quality wooden floor cabinet with door     
• Level indicator through inspection window in the waste container     

HSM SECURIO B32 document shredder
High quality materials, proven quality – the reliable security partner in the workplace. It is the perfect device for working groups 
from five to eight people.      500 W 12.2 in21.7 gal 115 V/

60Hz

Automatic oiler for cutting unit 250 ml Part # + O       all cross & micro-cut versions

Options Part # Available for

Part # Cutting Size Cutting Type Cutting capacity
 in sheets

Security level 
DIN 32757-1

Security Level 
DIN 66399

Cutting 
capabilities

HSM1780 1/8“ strip 22 - 24 2 P-2 / T-2 / E-2

HSM1781 1/4“ strip 28 - 30 2 P-2 / O-2 / T-2 / E-2

HSM1783 3/16“ x 1 1/8“ cross 17 - 19 3 P-4 / O-3 / T-4 / E-3 / F-1

HSM1782 1/16" x 9/16" micro 11 - 13 4 P-5 / T-5 / E-4 / F-2

Dimensions (HxWxD): 23.8“ x 12.5“ x 15.5“ color: white

• High quality materials and "Made in Germany" quality for safety and durability; complete with a 3 year warranty 
• Cutting rollers made of hardened solid steel    
• Powerful motor allows for continuous operation    
• Quiet operation minimizes noise development in the workplace    
• Energy Management Control System EcoSmart: Particularly low power consumption of 0.1 watts in standby mode 
• Blue Angel: The document shredder is awarded for its sustainability   
• Automatic paper feed with overload protection reduces paper jams   
• Safety element prevents unintentional entry    
• Multifunction element for intuitive operation    
• Light barrier for automatic start / stop    
• Mobile on castors    
• Convenient and effortless removal and emptying of collection bag  
• High quality wooden floor cabinet with door    
• Level indicator through inspection window in the waste container     

HSM SECURIO B34 document shredder
This premium document shredder in an elegant design provides for data security in an open-plan office.  
Thanks to the powerful drive, it reliably and quietly shreds the incoming amounts of data from up to eight people. 650 W 12.2 in26.4 gal 115 V/

60Hz

LWDE ST CS TAACD EM QOAJ

Part # Cutting Size Cutting Type Cutting capacity
 in sheets

Security level 
DIN 32757-1

Security Level 
DIN 66399

Cutting 
capabilities

HSM1840 1/8“ strip 28 - 30 2 P-2 / 0-2 / T-2 / E-2

HSM1841 1/4" strip 35 - 37 2 P-2 / O-2 / T-2 / E-2 

HSM1843 3/16" x 1 1/8" cross 22 - 24 3 P-4 / O-3 / T-4 / E-3 / F-1

HSM1842 1/16" x 9/16" micro 13 - 15 4 P-5 / T-5 / E-4 / F-2

Dimensions (HxWxD): 33.3" x 21.3" x 17.3"  color: white

Options    Part # Available for

Automatic oiler for cutting unit 250 ml Part # + O all cross & micro-cut versions

When ordering please also consider the consumable materials for the HSM SECURIO document shredders on page 68.
All specifications are listed without guarantee. Technical and design modifications reserved.
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EM - Energy Management Control   System HS - High Security SolutionsLW - Lifetime Warranty on Solid Steel Cutting Rollers

CS - Comprehensive Safety SystemTAA - TAA Compliant

AJ - Anti-Jam TechnologyQO - Quiet Operation
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• High quality materials and "Made in Germany" quality for safety and durability; complete with a 3 year warranty  
• Cutting rollers made of hardened solid steel    
• Powerful motor allows for continuous operation    
• Quiet operation minimizes noise development in the workplace    
• Energy Management Control System: 90% energy savings thanks to the sleep mode and automatic shutdown
• Blue Angel: The document shredder is awarded for its sustainability 
• Automatic paper feed with overload protection reduces paper jams    
• Safety element prevents unintentional entry    
• Multifunction element for intuitive operation    
• Light barrier for automatic start / stop    
• Mobile on castors    
• Convenient and effortless removal and emptying of collection bag    
• High quality wooden floor cabinet with door    
• Level indicator through inspection window in the waste container       
 

HSM SECURIO P36 document shredder
Equipped to handle large jobs, this shredder can tackle entire departments at the maximum security level.

1600 W 13 in38.3 gal 115 V/
60Hz

TAALWDE STCD EM QOAJ

Part # Cutting Size Cutting Type Cutting capacity
 in sheets

Security level 
DIN 32757-1

Security Level 
DIN 66399

Cutting 
capabilities

HSM1850 1/8“ strip 37 - 39 2 P-2 / 0-2 / T-2 / E-2

HSM1851 1/4" strip 47 - 49 2 P-2 / O-2 / T-2 / E-2

HSM1853 3/16" x 1 1/8" cross 29 - 31 3 P-4 / O-3 / T-4 / E-3 / F-1

HSM1852 1/16" x 9/16" micro 18 - 20 4 P-5 / T-5 / E-4 / F-2

Dimensions (HxWxD): 36.9" x 22.8" x 21.7"  color: white

Options    Part # Security level DIN 66399 Available for

Separate OMDD cutting unit (2 x 2  mm) Part # + M O-6 / T-6 / E-5 all cross-cut versions

Separate CD cutting unit (3.9 x 40 mm)
and metal detection Part # + E O-3 / T-4 / E-3

Versions in Cutting size 
 0.78 x 11 mm and 1/32“ x 3/16“

Separate CD cutting unit (2 x 2 mm) 
and metal detection Part # + N O-6 / T-6 / E-5

Versions in Cutting size 
 0.78 x 11 mm and 1/32“ x 3/16“

• High quality materials and "Made in Germany" quality for safety and durability; complete with a 3 year warranty 
• Cutting rollers made of hardened solid steel    
• Powerful motor allows for continuous operation    
• Quiet operation minimizes noise development in the workplace    
• Energy Management Control System EcoSmart: Particularly low power consumption of 0.1 watts in standby mode
• Blue Angel: The document shredder is awarded for its sustainability 
• Automatic paper feed with overload protection reduces paper jams   
• Safety element prevents unintentional entry    
• Multifunction element for intuitive operation    
• Light barrier for automatic start / stop    
• Mobile on castors    
• Convenient and effortless removal and emptying of collection bag   
• High quality wooden floor cabinet with door    
• Level indicator through inspection window in the waste container      
         

HSM SECURIO B35 document shredder
For more data security in the workplace. Excellent document shredder for professional data destruction in an open-plan office 
for up to eight people.590 W 15.75 in34.3 gal 115 V/

60Hz

sdaeH gnittuC noisicerP leetS diloS ytilauQ - TS
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EM - Energy Management Control   System HS - High Security SolutionsLW - Lifetime Warranty on Solid Steel Cutting Rollers

CS - Comprehensive Safety SystemTAA - TAA Compliant

AJ - Anti-Jam TechnologyQO - Quiet Operation

LWDE ST CS TAACD EM QOAJ

When ordering please also consider the consumable materials for the HSM SECURIO document shredders on page 68.
All specifications are listed without guarantee. Technical and design modifications reserved.

Part # Cutting Size Cutting Type Cutting capacity
 in sheets

Security level 
DIN 32757-1

Security Level 
DIN 66399

Cutting 
capabilities

HSM1920 1/8“ strip 30 - 32 2 P-2 / 0-2 / T-2 / E-2

HSM1921 1/4" strip 40 - 42 2 P-2 / O-2 / T-2 / E-2

HSM1923 3/16" x 1 1/8" cross 24 - 26 3 P-4 / O-3 / T-4 / E-3 / F-1

HSM1922 1/16" x 9/16" micro 16 - 18 4 P-5 / T-5 / E-4 / F-2

Dimensions (HxWxD): 34.25" x 24.3" x 20.67"  color: white

Options    Part # Available for

Automatic oiler for cutting unit 250 ml Part # + O all cross & micro-cut versions

*pending approval
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HSM SECURIO P40 document shredder
Professional data destruction combined with incredibly smooth running. Thanks to the optimum coordination of all cutting 
unit and drive components, this document shredder effortlessly shreds the paper quantities in departments with up to fifteen 
people in continuous operation. 

2100 W 13 in40 gal 115 V/
60Hz

• High quality material and “Made in Germany“ quality for safety and durability; complete with a 3 year warranty
• Cutting rollers made of hardened solid steel     
• Document shredders with cross have integrated automatic oilers   
• Powerful motor allows for continuous operation     
• Quiet operation minimizes noise development in the workplace    
• Energy Management Control System: 90% energy savings thanks to the sleep mode and automatic shutdown 
• Blue Angel: The document shredder is awarded for its sustainability    
• Automatic paper feed with overload protection reduces paper jams    
• The device automatically switches off if pressure is applied to the safety element   
• Multifunction element for intuitive operation     
• Light barrier for automatic start / stop     
• Mobile on castors     
• Convenient and effortless removal and emptying of collection bag    
• Button lock prevents accidental use     
• High quality wooden floor cabinet with door     
• Level indicator through inspection window in the waste container        
        

LWDE ST CS TAACD EM QOAJ

Part # Cutting Size Cutting Type Cutting capacity
 in sheets

Security level 
DIN 32757-1

Security Level 
DIN 66399

Cutting 
capabilities

HSM1880 1/8“ strip 45 - 47 2 P-2 / 0-2 / T-2 / E-2

HSM1881 1/4" strip 58 - 60 2 P-2 / O-2 / T-2 / E-2

HSM1883 3/16" x 1 1/8" cross 35 - 37 3 P-4 / O-3 / T-4 / E-3 / F-1

HSM1882 1/16" x 9/16" micro 22 - 24 4  P-5 / O-4 / T-5 / E-4 / F-2

Dimensions (HxWxD): 36.9 x 23.5" x 22.5"  color: white

Options    Part # Security level DIN 66399 Available for

Separate OMDD cutting unit (2 x 2  mm) Part # + M O-6 / T-6 / E-5 HS Level 6

Separate CD cutting unit (3.9 x 40 mm)
and metal detection Part # + E O-3 / T-4 / E-3

Versions in Cutting size 
 0.78 x 11 mm and 1/32“ x 3/16“

Separate CD cutting unit (2 x 2 mm) 
and metal detection Part # + N O-6 / T-6 / E-5

Versions in Cutting size 
 0.78 x 11 mm and 1/32“ x 3/16“

• Cutting rollers made of hardened solid steel     
• Document shredders with particle cut have integrated automatic oilers   
• PAPERcontrol for paper thickness measurement signals whether a stack of papers can be destroyed in a single work process 
• Powerful motor allows for continuous operation     
• Energy management control system: 90 percent energy savings thanks to the sleep mode and automatic shutdown  
• Automatic paper feed with overload protection reduces paper jams  
• The device automatically switches off if pressure is applied to the safety element   
• Multifunction element for intuitive operation      
• Light barrier for automatic start / stop       
• Mobile on castors        
• Convenient and effortless removal and emptying of collection bag   
• Button lock prevents accidental use
• High quality wooden floor cabinet with door   
• Level indicator through inspection window in the waste container       
         

HSM SECURIO P44 document shredder
The top document shredder of the HSM SECURIO line. This powerhouse with 55 gallons of collection volume reliably 
processes large amounts of paper and is therefore ideal as a department document shredder.2600 W 16 in55 gal 115 V/

60Hz

LWDE ST CS TAACD EM QOAJ

Part # Cutting Size Cutting Type Cutting capacity
 in sheets

Security level 
DIN 32757-1

Security Level 
DIN 66399

Cutting 
capabilities

HSM1870 1/8“ strip 61 - 63 2 P-2 / 0-2 / T-2 / E-2

HSM1871 1/4" strip 76 - 78 2 P-2 / O-2 / T-2 / E-2

HSM1873 3/16" x 2" cross 43 - 46 3 P-4 / O-3 / T-4 / E-3 / F-1

HSM1872 1/16" x 9/16" micro 28 - 30 4 P-5 / O-4 / T-5 / E-4 / F-2

Dimensions (HxWxD): 40.4" x 27.6" x 23.3"  color: white

Options    Part # Security level DIN 66399 Available for

Separate OMDD cutting unit (2 x 2  mm) Part # + M O-6 / T-6 / E-5 HS Level 6

Separate CD cutting unit (3.9 x 40 mm)
and metal detection Part # + E O-3 / T-4 / E-3

Versions in Cutting size 
 0.78 x 11 mm and 1/32“ x 3/16“

Separate CD cutting unit (2 x 2 mm) 
and metal detection Part # + N O-6 / T-6 / E-5

Versions in Cutting size 
 0.78 x 11 mm and 1/32“ x 3/16“

*pending approval

*pending approval
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Part # Cutting Size Cutting Type
Cutting Capacity 
in Sheets 
(Auto-feed/Manual)

Security level 
DIN 32757-1

Security Level 
DIN 66399

Cutting 
capabilities

HSM2093 3/16“ x 1 1/8“ cross 300 / 17 - 19 3 P-4 / O-3 / T-4 / E-3 / F-1

HSM2092 1/16“ x 9/16“ cross 300 / 11 - 13 4 P-5 / T-5 / E-4 / F-2

HSM2095 1/32“ x 7/16“ cross 300 / 5 - 7 5 P-6 / F-3

Dimensions (HxWxD):  15.5“ x 17.1 x 32.9“  color: white

• High quality materials and "Made in Germany" quality for security and durability; complete with a 3 year warranty 
• Cutting rollers made of hardened solid steel    
• Reliable and time-saving paper shredding with simultaneous dual functions:  auto-feed for paper stacks while   
 manually feeding small amounts of paper, CD/DVDs or credit cards    
• Lock-and-Go function protects the inserted paper stack against unauthorized access  
• Powerful motor allows for continuous operation    
• Nanogrip technology for reliable sheet intake    
• Useful dual function: Manual feed of paper during the autofeed stack processing  
• Energy Management Control System EcoSmart: Particularly low power consumption of 0.1 watts in standby mode
• Dust emission tested by independent institute has proven safe & harmless.  
• Automatic reverse eliminates paper jams    
• Quiet operation minimizes noise development in the workplace    
• Multifunction element for intuitive operation    
• Light barrier for automatic start / stop    
• Removable waste container for effortless emptying     
• Level indicator through inspection window in the waste container      
    

HSM SECURIO AF300 with automatic paper feed 
The simple and convenient method of data destruction in the workplace. The document shredder with an automatic paper 
feed and lockable stack protects inserted stacks of paper from unauthorized access and shreds stacks of paper with up to 300 
sheets of paper as well as single sheets of paper easily while saving you time.

500 W 9.5 in9 gal 115 V/
60Hz

LWDE ST TAACD EM QOAJ

Part # Cutting Size Cutting Type
Cutting Capacity 
in Sheets 
(Auto-feed/Ma

Security level 
DIN 32757-1

Security Level 
DIN 66399

Cutting 
capabilities

HSM2083 3/16“ x 1 1/8“ cross 150 / 17 - 19 3 P-4 / O-3 / T-4 / E-3 / F-1

HSM2082 1/16“ x 9/16“ cross 150 / 11 - 13 4 P-5 / T-5 / E-4 / F-2

HSM2085 1/32“ x 7/16“ cross 150 / 5 - 7 5 P-6 / F-3

Dimensions (HxWxD):  15.5“ x 15“ x 29.1“  color: white

sdaeH gnittuC noisicerP leetS diloS ytilauQ - TS

rotoM ytuD suounitnoC - DCynamreG ni edaM - ED

EM - Energy Management Control   System HS - High Security SolutionsLW - Lifetime Warranty on Solid Steel Cutting Rollers

CS - Comprehensive Safety SystemTAA - TAA Compliant

AJ - Anti-Jam TechnologyQO - Quiet Operation

When ordering please also consider the consumable materials for the HSM SECURIO document shredders on page 68.
All specifications are listed without guarantee. Technical and design modifications reserved.

LWDE ST TAACD EM QOAJ

• High quality materials and "Made in Germany" quality for security and durability; complete with a 3 year warranty 
• Cutting rollers made of hardened solid steel    
• Reliable and time-saving paper shredding with simultaneous dual functions: auto-feed for paper stacks while manually  
 feeding small amounts of paper, CD/DVDs or credit cards   
• Powerful motor allows for continuous operation    
• Nanogrip technology for reliable sheet intake    
• Useful dual function: Manual feed of paper during the autofeed stack processing  
• Energy Management Control System EcoSmart: Particularly low power consumption of 0.1 watts in standby mode 
•  Dust emission tested by independent institute has proven safe & harmless  
• Automatic reverse eliminates paper jams    
• Quiet operation minimizes noise development in the workplace    
• Multifunction element for intuitive operation    
• Light barrier for automatic start / stop    
• Removable waste container for effortless emptying     
• Level indicator through inspection window in the waste container    

HSM SECURIO AF150 with automatic paper feed
The simple and convenient method of data destruction in the workplace. The document shredder with an automatic paper feed 
shreds stacks of paper with up to 150 sheets as well as single sheets of paper effortlessly while saving you time.500 W 9.5 in9 gal 115 V/

60Hz
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CS

• High quality materials and "Made in Germany" quality for security and durability; complete with a 3 year warranty 
• Cutting rollers made of hardened solid steel    
• Reliable and time-saving paper shredding with simultaneous dual functions:  auto-feed for paper stacks while  
 manually feeding small amounts of paper, CD/DVDs or credit cards    
• Lock-and-Go function protects the inserted paper stack against unauthorized access  
• Powerful motor allows for continuous operation    
• Nanogrip technology for reliable sheet intake    
• Useful dual function: Manual feed of paper during the autofeed stack processing  
• EcoSmart: Particularly low power consumption of 0.1 watts in standby mode   
• Dust emission tested by independent institute has proven safe & harmless  
• Automatic return eliminates paper jams    
• Quiet operation minimizes noise development in the workplace    
• Multifunction element for intuitive operation    
• Light barrier for automatic start / stop    
• Convenient and effortless removal and emptying of collection bag  
• High quality wooden floor cabinet with door    
• Level indicator through inspection window in the waste container    
• Mobile on castors          
  

HSM SECURIO AF500 with automatic paper feed
The simple and convenient method of data destruction for work groups. The document shredder with an automatic paper 
feed and lockable stack protects inserted stacks of paper from unauthorized access and shreds stacks of paper with up to 500 
sheets of paper as well as single sheets of paper easily while saving you time.

500 W 9.5 in21.7 gal 115 V/
60Hz

LWDE STCD EM QOAJ

Part # Cutting Size Cutting Type
Cutting Capacity 
in Sheets 
(Auto-feed/Manual)

Security level 
DIN 32757-1

Security Level 
DIN 66399

Cutting 
capabilities

HSM2103 3/16“ x 1 1/8“ cross 500 / 17 - 19 3 P-4 / O-3 / T-4 / E-3 / F-1

HSM2102 1/16“ x 9/16“ cross 500 / 11 - 13 4 P-5 / T-5 / E-4 / F-2

HSM2105 1/32“ x 7/16“ cross 500 / 5 - 7 5 P-6 / F-3

Dimensions (HxWxD):  19.6“ x 19.3“ x 39.5“  color: white

TAA
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EM - Energy Management Control   System HS - High Security SolutionsLW - Lifetime Warranty on Solid Steel Cutting Rollers

CS - Comprehensive Safety SystemTAA - TAA Compliant

AJ - Anti-Jam TechnologyQO - Quiet Operation

When ordering please also consider the consumable materials for the HSM SECURIO document shredders on page 68.
All specifications are listed without guarantee. Technical and design modifications reserved.



Due to the “Made in Germany“ quality and the solid design, the Classics from HSM are the epitome of reliability. Whether as a 

compact device next to the desk or as a powerful document shredder in the department – each “Classic“ incorporates typical 

HSM technology for precise strip or cross cuts: durable cutting rollers made from hardened solid steel, an automatic return to 

prevent paper jams and a power-saving standby mode. 

HSM Classic shredders
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HSM Classic
Solid and proven technology

Specially hardened solid 
steel cutting rollers
The specially hardened cutting rollers 
made from solid steel are impervious  
to staples and paper clips and 
guarantee a long service life.

Automatic reverse
The automatic reverse rectifies paper 
jams and ensures smooth operation.

Continuous operation 
and low noise
Reliable operation even for continuous 
operation. Optimum design of cutting 
and drive components as well as the 
closed gear mechanism ensure low 
noise.

Light barrier for automatic 
start/stop control.
An integrated light barrier starts the 
device automatically and switches it 
off again after the paper feed ends.

Inspection window
The filling level of the waste container 
can be seen at all times through the 
inspection window.

Convenient & effortless 
emptying
After opening the door, the collection 
bag can be conveniently and effortlessly 
removed and emptied.
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Part # Cutting Size Cutting Type Cutting Capacity 
in Sheets 

Security level 
DIN 32757-1

Security Level 
DIN 66399

Cutting 
capabilities

HSM1081 1/4" strip 10 - 12 2 P-2

HSM1082 5/32" x 1" cross 5 3 P-4 / F-1

Dimensions (HxWxD):  16“ x 12“ x 7.4“ color: light grey

Part # Cutting Size Cutting Type Cutting Capacity 
in Sheets 

Security level 
DIN 32757-1

Security Level 
DIN 66399

Cutting 
capabilities

HSM1376 1/4" strip 15 2 P-2 / T-2 / E-2

HSM1188 5/32" x 1" cross 6 3 P-4 / F-1

Dimensions (HxWxD):  16.6“ x 12.8“ x 9.4“  color: light grey

Part # Cutting Size Cutting Type Cutting Capacity 
in Sheets 

Security level 
DIN 32757-1

Security Level 
DIN 66399

Cutting 
capabilities

HSM1104 1/4" strip 18 2 P-2 / T-2 / E-2

HSM1105 5/32" x 1" cross 7 3 P-4 / F-1

Dimensions (HxWxD):  19.7“ x 14.3“ x 10.7“   color: light grey

Part # Cutting Size Cutting Type Cutting Capacity 
in Sheets 

Security level 
DIN 32757-1

Security Level 
DIN 66399

Cutting 
capabilities

HSM1286 1/4" strip 22 - 24 2 P-2 / O-2 / T-2 / E-2

HSM1288 1/8" x 1 1/8" cross 12 - 14 3 P-4 / T-4 / E-3 / F-1

Dimensions (HxWxD):  23“ x 14.7“ x 11“  color: light grey

HSM Classic 80.2 document shredder
Compact solid document shredder for the private sector or for use in a small office. 

HSM Classic 90.2 document shredder
Compact and reliable document shredder for the small office with 6.6 gallons of collection volume. Thanks to the powerful 
motor, it is deals easily with staples and paper clips. 

HSM Classic 102.2 document shredder
Proven classic with practical automatic start / stop and inspection window to monitor the fill level. The reliable document 
shredder for the home office.

HSM Classic 104.3 document shredder
High quality document shredder with light barrier for automatic start / stop and inspection window to monitor the fill level. For 
regular use in the workplace.

120 W

150 W

150 W

440 W

9 in

9 in

9 in

9.5 in

4.5 gal

6.6 gal

5.7 gal

8.7 gal

115 V/
60Hz

115 V/
60Hz

115 V/
60Hz

115 V/
60Hz

• High quality materials and "Made in Germany" quality for security and durability  
• Cutting rollers made of hardened solid steel with lifetime warranty 
• Energy Management Control System Zero Power: consumes zero power in standby mode   
• Practical automatic start / stop  
• Effortless emptying of the waste container via the removable housing top       
          

• High quality materials and "Made in Germany" quality for security and durability  
• Cutting rollers made of hardened solid steel with lifetime warranty 
• Energy Management Control System Zero Power: consumes zero power in standby mode   
• Practical automatic start / stop  
• Effortless emptying of the waste container via the removable housing top       
          

• High quality materials and "Made in Germany" quality for security and durability   
• Cutting rollers made of hardened solid steel with lifetime warranty 
• Energy Management Control System Zero Power: consumes zero power in standby mode    
• Practical automatic start / stop   
• Level indicator through inspection window in the waste container   
• Removable waste container for effortless emptying          
          

• High quality materials and "Made in Germany" quality for security and durability   
• Cutting rollers made of hardened solid steel with lifetime warranty   
• Powerful motor allows for continuous operation   
• Energy Management Control System Zero Power: consumes zero power in standby mode 
• Safety element prevents unintentional entry   
• Practical automatic start / stop  
• Level indicator through inspection window in the waste container  
• Removable waste container for effortless emptying         
              
  

sdaeH gnittuC noisicerP leetS diloS ytilauQ - TS

rotoM ytuD suounitnoC - DCynamreG ni edaM - ED

EM - Energy Management Control   System HS - High Security SolutionsLW - Lifetime Warranty on Solid Steel Cutting Rollers

CS - Comprehensive Safety SystemTAA - TAA Compliant

AJ - Anti-Jam TechnologyQO - Quiet Operation

When ordering please also consider the consumable materials for the HSM Classic document shredders on page 68.
All specifications are listed without guarantee. Technical and design modifications reserved.

LWDE ST TAAEM

LWDE ST TAAEM

LWDE ST TAAEM

LWDE ST TAAEM

60Hz
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Part # Cutting Size Cutting Type Cutting Capacity 
in Sheets 

Security level 
DIN 32757-1

Security Level 
DIN 66399

Cutting 
capabilities

HSM1663 1/4" strip 22 - 24 2 P-2 / O-2 / T-2 / E-2

HSM1665 1/8" x 1 1/8" cross 12 - 14 3 P-4 / T-4 / E-3 / F-1

Dimensions (HxWxD):  28.6“ x 15.8“ x 10.7“  color: light grey

Part # Cutting Size Cutting Type Cutting Capacity 
in Sheets 

Security level 
DIN 32757-1

Security Level 
DIN 66399

Cutting 
capabilities

HSM1272 1/4" strip 28 - 30 2 P-2 / O-2 / T-2 / E-2

HSM1274 1/8" x 1 1/8" cross 16 - 18 3 P-4 / T-4 / E-3 / F-1

Dimensions (HxWxD):  23.6“ x 17.6“ x 13.6“   color: light grey

Part # Cutting Size Cutting Type Cutting Capacity 
in Sheets 

Security level 
DIN 32757-1

Security Level 
DIN 66399

Cutting 
capabilities

HSM1341 1/4" strip 40 - 42 2 P-2 / O-2 / T-2 / E-2

HSM1343 1/8" x 1 1/2" cross 25 - 27 3 P-4 / O-3 / T-4 / E-3 / F-1

Dimensions (HxWxD):  35.2“ x 19.7“ x 18.5“    color: light grey

HSM Classic 125.2 document shredder
The powerful document shredder on castors for reliable data destruction in the office. Thanks to the powerful drive, it easily 
shreds the paper amounts from up to five people in continuous operation.

HSM Classic 225.2 document shredder
Solid and reliable document shredder with a powerful motor and high cutting performance for use in the open-plan office. 
Recommended for use by about five to eight people.

670W

1440 W

10 in

12 in

20 gal

31.7 gal

115 V/
60Hz

115 V/
60Hz

• High quality materials and "Made in Germany" quality for security and durability   
• Cutting rollers made of hardened solid steel with lifetime warranty  
• Powerful motor allows for continuous operation   
• Automatic return eliminates paper jams   
• Safety element prevents unintentional entry   
• Light barrier for automatic start / stop   
• Convenient and effortless removal and emptying of collection bag   
• High quality wooden floor cabinet with door   
• Mobile on castors           
          

• High quality materials and "Made in Germany" quality for security and durability    
• Cutting rollers made of hardened solid steel with lifetime warranty    
• Powerful motor allows for continuous operation    
• Automatic return eliminates paper jams    
• Safety element prevents unintentional entry    
• Light barrier for automatic start / stop.    
• Convenient and effortless removal and emptying of collection bag    
• High quality wooden floor cabinet with door    
• Mobile on castors           
             
   

LWDE ST TAA

LWDE ST TAACD

CD

AJ

AJ

LWDE ST TAACD EMHSM Classic 108.2 document shredder
The powerful office document shredder with LED display and light barrier for automatic start /stop. The automatic return 
eliminates paper jams.440 W 9.5 in13 gal 115 V/

60Hz
• High quality materials and "Made in Germany" quality for security and durability   
• Cutting rollers made of hardened solid steel with lifetime warranty   
• Powerful motor allows for continuous operation  
• Automatic return eliminates paper jams   
• Safety element prevents unintentional entry   
• Light barrier for automatic start / stop   
• Energy Management Control System Zero Power: consumes zero power in standby mode   
• Removable waste container for effortless emptying     

Automatic oiler for cutting unit 250 ml Part # + O       all cross-cut versions

Options Part # Available for

Automatic oiler for cutting unit 250 ml Part # + O       all cross-cut versions

Options Part # Available for
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AJ

Part # Cutting Size Cutting Type Cutting Capacity 
in Sheets 

Security level 
DIN 32757-1

Security Level 
DIN 66399

Cutting 
capabilities

HSM1276 1/8" strip 22 - 23 2 P-2 / O-2 / T-2 / E-2

HSM1278 1/8" x 1 1/8" cross 14 -16 3 P-4 / T-4 / E-3 / F-1

Dimensions (HxWxD):  33.8“ x 22.5“ x 16.2“   color: light grey

Part # Cutting Size Cutting Type Cutting Capacity 
in Sheets 

Security level 
DIN 32757-1

Security Level 
DIN 66399

Cutting 
capabilities

HSM1366 1/4" strip 40 - 42 2 P-2 / O-2 / T-2 / E-2

HSM1368 1/8" x 1 1/2" cross 25 - 27 3 P-4 / O-3 / T-4 / E-3 / F-1

Dimensions (HxWxD):  35.7“ x 23.4“ x 18.5“  color: light grey

Part # Cutting Size Cutting Type Cutting Capacity 
in Sheets 

Security level 
DIN 32757-1

Security Level 
DIN 66399

Cutting 
capabilities

HSM1566 1/4" strip 65 - 67 2 P-2 / O-2 / T-2 / E-2

HSM1568 1/8" x 2" cross 38 - 40 3 P-3 / O-2 / T-3 / E-2

Dimensions (HxWxD):  37.8“ x 23.4“ x 18.5“   color: light grey

HSM Classic 386.2 document shredder
Solid and reliable document shredder with powerful 670-watt motor and high cutting performance for use in the  
open-plan office. 

HSM Classic 390.3 document shredder
The powerful document shredder with cross and 39 gallons of collection volume. Recommended for the open-plan office for 
five to eight people.

HSM Classic 411.2 document shredder
The most powerful document shredder with particle cut reliably provides for data security in office departments. 
Recommended for eight to fifteen people.

670 W

1400 W

2100 W

15 in

16 in

16  in

31 gal

39 gal

38.5 gal

115 V/
60Hz

115V/
60Hz

115 V/
60Hz

• High quality materials and "Made in Germany" quality for security and durability
• Cutting rollers made of hardened solid steel with lifetime warranty
• Powerful motor allows for continuous operation
• Automatic return eliminates paper jams
• Safety element prevents unintentional entry
• Light barrier for automatic start / stop
• Convenient and effortless removal and emptying of collection bag
• High quality wooden floor cabinet with door
• Mobile on castors
• Storage space for paper stacks     

• High quality materials and "Made in Germany" quality for security and durability   
• Cutting rollers made of hardened solid steel with lifetime warranty   
• Powerful motor allows for continuous operation   
• Automatic return eliminates paper jams   
• Safety element prevents unintentional entry   
• Light barrier for automatic start / stop   
• Convenient and effortless removal and emptying of collection bag   
• High quality wooden floor cabinet with door   
• Mobile on castors            
       

• High quality materials and "Made in Germany" quality for security and durability   
• Cutting rollers made of hardened solid steel with lifetime warranty   
• Powerful motor allows for continuous operation   
• Automatic return eliminates paper jams   
• Safety element prevents unintentional entry      
• Light barrier for automatic start / stop   
• Convenient and effortless removal and emptying of collection bag   
• High quality wooden floor cabinet with door   
• Mobile on castors            
        

Cutting Type

CD

CD

LWDE ST TAA

CDLWDE ST TAA

LWDE ST TAA

sdaeH gnittuC noisicerP leetS diloS ytilauQ - TS

rotoM ytuD suounitnoC - DCynamreG ni edaM - ED

EM - Energy Management Control   System HS - High Security SolutionsLW - Lifetime Warranty on Solid Steel Cutting Rollers

CS - Comprehensive Safety SystemTAA - TAA Compliant

AJ - Anti-Jam TechnologyQO - Quiet Operation

When ordering please also consider the consumable materials for the HSM Classic document shredders on page 68.
All specifications are listed without guarantee. Technical and design modifications reserved.

Automatic oiler for cutting unit 250 ml Part no. + O      all cross-cut versions 

Continuous form feed rack  1442050051      all versions 

Options Part # Available for

Automatic oiler for cutting unit 250 ml Part no. + O      all cross-cut versions 

Options Part # Available for

Automatic oiler for cutting unit 250 ml Part no. + O      all cross-cut versions 

Continuous form feed rack 1442050051      all versions

Options Part # Available for

AJ

AJ



HSM shredstar shredders

Data privacy concerns everyone! So shred sensitive data at the office or at home with a document shredder from the HSM 

shredstar series. These devices are characterized by their compact and modern design, by their high level of performance and 

ease of use with an unbeatable price-performance ratio.
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HSM shredstar
Convincing technology for the office or the home

Easy to operate
The automatic reverse rectifies paper 
jams and ensures smooth operation at 
maximum cutting capacity.

Separate CD cutting unit
(not available on all models)
The separate CD cutting unit 
easily shreds CDs and DVDs, credit 
and store cards. The shredded material 
is sorted into the separate CD waste 
container and can be disposed of 
separately.

Functional and clear
The LED indicator displays the operating 
state: ready for operation, container full 
and paper jam.

LED indicator
The LED indicator shows the  
operating state of the device.

Inspection window
The filling level of the waste container 
can be seen at all times through the 
inspection window.

Removable waste 
container  
(not available on all models)
The waste container can be easily 
removed and emptied.

Can be moved on castors 
(not available on all models)
For convenience, there are castors on 
the document shredder so it is easy to 
move around.
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Part # Cutting Size Cutting Type Cutting Capacity 
in Sheets 

Security level 
DIN 32757-1

Security Level 
DIN 66399

Cutting 
capabilities

HSM1044 5/32" x 1 3/8" cross 8 sheets 3 P-4 / O-1 / T-2 / E-2 / F-1

Dimensions (HxWxD):  15.94“ x 13.19“ x 8.86“  color: black / silver

Part # Cutting Size Cutting Type Cutting Capacity 
in Sheets 

Security level 
DIN 32757-1

Security Level 
DIN 66399

Cutting 
capabilities

HSM1055  5/32" x 1 3/8" cross 12 3 P-4 / O-1 / T-2 / E-2 / F-1

Dimensions (HxWxD):  11.25” x 13” x 9.9” color: black / silver

Part # Cutting Size Cutting Type Cutting Capacity 
in Sheets 

Security level 
DIN 32757-1

Security Level 
DIN 66399

Cutting 
capabilities

HSM1042 1/4“ strip 10 2 P-2 / O-1 / T-1 / E-2

Dimensions (HxWxD):  15.94”x 13.19”x 8.86” color: black / silver

Part # Cutting Size Cutting Type Cutting Capacity 
in Sheets 

Security level 
DIN 32757-1

Security Level 
DIN 66399

Cutting 
capabilities

HSM1043 5/32“ x 1 3/8“ cross 5 2 P-4 / O-1 / T-2 / E-2 / F-1

Dimensions (HxWxD): 15.94”x 13.19”x 8.86” color: black / silver

• Tackles small amounts of documents and data with the touch of a finger
• Anti-Jam Technology prevents jams when machine is overloaded
• Energy Management Control System reduces power consumption by up to 90%
• Quiet operation minimizes noise development in the workplace
• Light barrier for automatic start / stop
• Manual & automatic reversing functions

•  Automatic return eliminates paper jams
•  Separate CD cutting unit with own waste container for sorted disposal
•  Quiet operation minimizes noise development in the workplace
•  The LED indicator shows the operating state of the device
•  Light barrier for automatic start/stop
•  Level indicator through inspection window in the waste container
•  Effortless emptying of the waste container via removal housing top

• Separate CD cutting unit with own waste container for sorted disposal
• The LED indicator shows the operating state of the device
• Overload protection
• Light barrier for automatic start / stop 
• Effortless emptying of the waste container via the removable housing top

• Separate CD cutting unit with own waste container for sorted disposal
• The LED indicator shows the operating state of the device
• Light barrier for automatic start / stop
• Level indicator through inspection window in the waste container
• Effortless emptying of the waste container via the removable housing top   

HSM shredstar MS12C document shredder
Reliable and user-friendly cross cut document shredder with separate CD cutting unit for use in the workplace. 

HSM shredstar X8 document shredder
Efficient and secure. With a convincing price-performance ratio. Your reliable particle cut document shredder with anti-paper 
jam function and separate CD cutting unit for use in the workplace.

HSM shredstar S10 document shredder
Data protection at a low price. This modern and compact strip cut document shredder with a separate CD cutting unit protects 
your data at home or in a small office.

HSM shredstar X5 document shredder
Affordable data protection for the home or the small office.

230 W

150 W

130 W

130 W

8.6 in

8.6 in

8.6 in

8.6 in

2.1 gal

4.7 gal

4.7 gal

4.7 gal

115 V/
60Hz

115 V/
60Hz

115 V/
60Hz

115 V/
60Hz

60Hz

LW

LW

LW

LW

EM

EM

QO

QO

AJ

AJ

LW - shredstar lifetime warranty on cutting rollers

AJ - Anti-Jam Technology

CO - shredstar Continuous OperationEM - Energy Management Control System

QO - Quiet Operation

When ordering please also consider the consumable materials for the HSM shredstar document shredders on page 68.
All specifications are listed without guarantee. Technical and design modifications reserved.
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Part # Cutting Size Cutting Type Cutting Capacity 
in Sheets 

Security level 
DIN 32757-1

Security Level 
DIN 66399

Cutting 
capabilities

HSM1053 5/32" x 1 3/8" cross 10 3 P-4 / F-1

Dimensions (HxWxD):  16.75” x 18.25” x 8.6“   color: black / silver

Part # Cutting Size Cutting Type Cutting Capacity 
in Sheets 

Security level 
DIN 32757-1

Security Level 
DIN 66399

Cutting 
capabilities

HSM1054 1/8" x 3/8" micro 6 4 P-4 / F-1

Dimensions (HxWxD):  16.75” x 18.25”x 8.6”  color: black / silver

Part # Cutting Size Cutting Type Cutting Capacity 
in Sheets 

Security level 
DIN 32757-1

Security Level 
DIN 66399

Cutting 
capabilities

HSM1058 1/8" x 3/8" micro 6 4 P-4 / T-2 / E-2 / F-1

Dimensions (HxWxD):  17.5” x14.4”x 9.4”  color: black / silver

Part # Cutting Size Cutting Type Cutting Capacity 
in Sheets 

Security level 
DIN 32757-1

Security Level 
DIN 66399

Cutting 
capabilities

HSM1015 5/32" x 1 3/8" cross 10 3 P-4 / 0-1 / T-2 / E-2 / F-1

  Dimensions (HxWxD):  17.5” x 9.4“ x 14.4” color: black / silver

• Separate CD cutting unit with own waste container for sorted disposal   
• Quiet operation minimizes noise development in the workplace    
• The LED indicator shows the operating state of the device    
• Light barrier for automatic start / stop      
• Level indicator through inspection window in the waste container    
• Effortless emptying of the waste container via the removable housing top   

• Quiet operation minimizes noise development in the workplace
• Anti-Jam Technology prevents jams when machine is overloaded
• Continuous Duty Operation ensures continual shredding with no down time
• Energy Management Control System reduces power consumption by up to 90%
• Light barrier for automatic start / stop
• Full-bag indicator, overload protection
• Manual & automatic reversing functions
• Level indicator through inspection window in the waste container
• Castors for mobility     

HSM shredstar X6pro document shredder
Reliable and user-friendly cross-cut document shredder with separate CD cutting unit for use in the workplace. 

HSM shredstar BS10Cs document shredder
Data protection at a low price. This modern and compact cross cut document shredder protects your data at home or in  
a small office.

250 W

250 W

8.8 in

8.9 in

5.5 gal

5 gal

115 V/
60Hz

115 V/
60Hz

60Hz

60Hz

LW QOAJ

LW EM QOAJCO

• Quiet operation minimizes noise development in the workplace
• Anti-Jam Technology prevents jams when machine is overloaded
• Continuous Duty Operation ensures continual shredding with no down time
• Energy Management Control System reduces power consumption by up to 90%
• Light barrier for automatic start / stop
• Manual & automatic reversing functions
• Full-bag indicator, overload protection
• Level indicator through inspection window in the waste container
• Effortless emptying of the waste container via the removable housing top
• Castors for mobility        
 

HSM shredstar BS6Ms document shredder
The epitome of “function meets affordability.” Simple-to-use features in a convenient design, this compact paper shredder 
tackles small amounts of documents and data with the touch of a finger.250 W 8.9 in5 gal 115 V/

60Hz

LW EM QOAJCO

LW - shredstar lifetime warranty on cutting rollers

AJ - Anti-Jam Technology

CO - shredstar Continuous OperationEM - Energy Management Control System

QO - Quiet Operation

When ordering please also consider the consumable materials for the HSM shredstar document shredders on page 68.
All specifications are listed without guarantee. Technical and design modifications reserved.

• Separate CD cutting unit with own waste container for sorted disposal   
• Quiet operation minimizes noise development in the workplace   
• The LED indicator shows the operating state of the device   
• Light barrier for automatic start / stop   
• Level indicator through inspection window in the waste container   
• Effortless emptying of the waste container via the removable housing top   

HSM shredstar X10 document shredder
Professional data protection in the workplace. This convenient office document shredder with cross-cut and separate CD 
cutting unit reliably shreds files and CDs / DVDs. 250 W 8.8 in5.5 gal 115 V/

60Hz

LW QOAJ
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Part # Cutting Size Cutting Type Cutting Capacity 
in Sheets 

Security level 
DIN 32757-1

Security Level 
DIN 66399

Cutting 
capabilities

HSM1056 5/32" x 1 3/8" cross 12 3 P-4 / O-1 / T-2 / E-2 / F-1

Dimensions (HxWxD): 21.43” x 14.2” x 11.25”  color: black / silver

Part # Cutting Size Cutting Type Cutting Capacity 
in Sheets 

Security level 
DIN 32757-1

Security Level 
DIN 66399

Cutting 
capabilities

HSM1057 5/32" x 1 3/8" cross 14 3 P-4 / O-1 / T-2 / E-2 / F-1

Dimensions (HxWxD): 21.43” x 14.2” x 11.25”  color: black / silver

Part # Cutting Size Cutting Type Cutting Capacity 
in Sheets 

Security level 
DIN 32757-1

Security Level 
DIN 66399

Cutting 
capabilities

HSM1030 5/32" x 1 3/8" cross 17 3 P-4 / O-3 / T-4 / E-3 / F-11

Dimensions (HxWxD): 22.8” x 15” x 12.6” color: black / silver

HSM shredstar BS12C document shredder
Reliable and user-friendly cross-cut document shredder with separate CD cutting unit for use in the workplace. 

HSM shredstar BS14C document shredder
Professional data protection in the workplace. This convenient office document shredder with cross-cut and separate CD 
cutting unit reliably shreds files and CDs / DVDs. 

230 W

300 W

8.74 in

8.74 in

5.8 gal

5.8 gal

115 V/
60Hz

115 V/
60Hz

• Quiet operation minimizes noise development in the workplace
• Anti-Jam Technology prevents jams when machine is overloaded
• Continuous Duty Operation ensures continual shredding with no down time
• Energy Management Control System reduces power consumption by up to 90%
• Light barrier for automatic start / stop
• Full-bag indicator, overload protection
• Level indicator through inspection window in the waste container
• Manual & automatic reversing functions
• Effortless emptying of the waste container via the removable housing top
• Castors for mobility       

• Quiet operation minimizes noise development in the workplace
• Anti-Jam Technology prevents jams when machine is overloaded
• Continuous Duty Operation ensures continual shredding with no down time
• Energy Management Control System reduces power consumption by up to 90%
• Light barrier for automatic start / stop
• Full-bag indicator, overload protection
• Manual & automatic reversing functions
• Level indicator through inspection window in the waste container
• Castors for mobility         
 

LW EM QOAJCO

HSM shredstar PS817C document shredder
The epitome of “function meets affordability.” Simple-to-use features in a convenient design, this compact paper shredder 
tackles small amounts of documents and data with the touch of a finger.230 W 9 in7.1 gal 115 V/

60Hz • Powers through 12 sheets of paper, creating 430 cross-cut / confetti-cut particles per page 
• Anti-Jam Technology prevents jams when machine is overloaded   
• Continuous Duty Operation ensures continual shredding with no down time   
• Energy Management Control System reduces power consumption by up to 90%  
• Quiet Operation - minimizes noise development in the workplace    
• Lifetime warranty on cutting cylinder    
• Manual & automatic reversing functions, and automatic start/stop    
• Full-bag indicator, overload protection    
• Castors for mobility        

EM QOAJCO LW

LW EM QOAJCO
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Part # Cutting Size Cutting Type Cutting Capacity 
in Sheets 

Security level 
DIN 32757-1

Security Level 
DIN 66399

Cutting 
capabilities

HSM1051 5/32" X 1 3/8" cross cut 20 3 P-4 / O-1 / T-2 / E-2 / F-1

Dimensions (HxWxD): 22.8” x 15” x 12.6”  color: black / silver

Part # Cutting Size Cutting Type Cutting Capacity 
in Sheets 

Security level 
DIN 32757-1

Security Level 
DIN 66399

Cutting 
capabilities

HSM1052 1/4" strip 25 2 P-2 / O-2 / T-2 / E-2

Dimensions (HxWxD): 22.8” x 15” x 12.6”   color: black / silver

LW - shredstar lifetime warranty on cutting rollers

AJ - Anti-Jam Technology

CO - shredstar Continuous OperationEM - Energy Management Control System

QO - Quiet Operation

When ordering please also consider the consumable materials for the HSM shredstar document shredders on page 68.
All specifications are listed without guarantee. Technical and design modifications reserved.

HSM shredstar PS825s document shredder
Reliable and user-friendly strip-cut document shredder with separate CD cutting unit for use in the workplace. 

200 W 9 in7.1 gal 115 V/
60Hz60Hz • Quiet operation minimizes noise development in the workplace

• Anti-Jam Technology prevents jams when machine is overloaded
• Energy Management Control System reduces power consumption by up to 90%
• Light barrier for automatic start / stop
• Manual & automatic reversing functions
• Full-bag indicator, overload protection
• Level indicator through inspection window in the waste container
• Castors for mobility          
    

LW QOAJ EM

HSM shredstar PS820C document shredder
Professional data protection in the workplace. This convenient office cross-cut document shredder with shreds files and  
CDs / DVDs.380 W 9 in7.1 gal 115 V/

60Hz • Quiet operation minimizes noise development in the workplace
• Anti-Jam Technology prevents jams when machine is overloaded
• Continuous Duty Operation ensures continual shredding with no down time
• Energy Management Control System reduces power consumption by up to 90%
• Light barrier for automatic start / stop
• Manual & automatic reversing functions
• Full-bag indicator, overload protection
• Level indicator through inspection window in the waste container
• Castors for mobility       

EM QOAJCO LW
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HSM’s High Security Level 6 document shredders have been specially developed to meet the needs of government agencies.  

These machines guarantee the highest level of security for the destruction of highly confidential documents and offer data 

protection for all applications including entire departments and field deployment units. HSM High Security Level 6  

shredders are Made in Germany.

• Features Anti-Jam Technology that prevents jams when machine is overloaded

• TAA compliant

• Meets DOD & NSA/CSS 02-01 & 04-02 mandatory security requirements

• Continuous Duty Operation ensures continual shredding with no down time

HSM High Security shredders

SOLUTIONS

 H

IG
H SECURITY
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EM - Energy Management Control   System HS - High Security SolutionsLW - Lifetime Warranty on Solid Steel Cutting Rollers

CS - Comprehensive Safety SystemTAA - TAA Compliant

AJ - Anti-Jam TechnologyQO - Quiet Operation

When ordering please also consider the consumable materials for the HSM High Security document shredders on page 68.
All specifications are listed without guarantee. Technical and design modifications reserved.

HSM High Security shredders
Guarantee the highest level of security in data destruction

Light barrier for automatic 
start/stop control
Light barrier starts the device 
automatically and switches it off again 
after the paper feed ends.

Convenient & Effortless 
emptying  

The waste container can be easily 
removed and emptied.

Continuous operation and 
low noise 

Optimum design of cutting and drive 
components as well as the closed 
gear mechanism ensure low noise.

Inspection window
(not available on all models) 
The filling level of the waste container 
can be seen at all times through the 
inspection window.

Highest security available 
For strictly confidential data with the 
highest security precautions, HSM’s 
high security machines shred to the 
smallest size available on the market.
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Part # Cutting Size Cutting Type Cutting Capacity 
in Sheets 

Security level 
DIN 32757-1

Security Level 
DIN 66399

Cutting 
capabilities

HSM17844 1/32" x 3/16" cross 7 - 8 HS Level 6 P-7 / F-3

Dimensions (HxWxD): 23.8” x 12.5” x 15.5”  color: white

Part # Cutting Size Cutting Type Cutting Capacity 
in Sheets 

Security level 
DIN 32757-1

Security Level 
DIN 66399

Cutting 
capabilities

HSM18244 1/32" x 3/16" cross 7 - 9 HS Level 6 P-7 / F-3

Dimensions (HxWxD): 31.2” x 19.6” x 15.7” color: white   

Part # Cutting Size Cutting Type Cutting Capacity 
in Sheets 

Security level 
DIN 32757-1

Security Level 
DIN 66399

Cutting 
capabilities

HSM18444 1/32" x 3/16" cross 10 - 12 HS Level 6 P-7 / F-3

Dimensions (HxWxD): 33.3” x 21.3” x 17.3”   color: white 

Part # Cutting Size Cutting Type Cutting Capacity 
in Sheets 

Security level 
DIN 32757-1

Security Level 
DIN 66399

Cutting 
capabilities

HSM1854 1/32" x 3/16" cross 12 - 14 HS Level 6 P-7 / F-3

Dimensions (HxWxD): 36.9” x 22.8” x 21.7” color: white

HSM SECURIO B24 High Security document shredder
For maximum data security in a modern design. This quiet yet powerful machine is designed for continuous operation.

HSM SECURIO B32 High Security document shredder
High quality materials, proven quality –  primarily used by the US governmental agencies, this shredder offers the highest level 
of security available.

HSM SECURIO B34 High Security document shredder
This premium document shredder in an elegant design provides for maximum data security in an open-plan office.

500 W

500 W

650 W

9.5 in

12.2 in

12.2 in

9 gal

21.7 gal

26.4 gal

115 V/
60Hz

115 V/
60Hz

115 V/
60Hz

• Meets DOD & NSA/CSS 02-01 mandatory security requirements   
• High quality materials and "Made in Germany" quality for safety and durability; complete with a 3 year warranty 
• Cutting rollers made of hardened solid steel     
• Powerful motor allows for continuous operation     
• Energy Management Control System EcoSmart: Particularly low power consumption of 0.1 watt in standby mode  
• High quality wooden floor cabinet with door     
• Light barrier for automatic start / stop     
• Mobile on castors     
• Convenient and effortless removal and emptying of collection bag   
• Level indicator through inspection window in the waste container    
• Includes an external oiler         
   

• Meets DOD & NSA/CSS 02-01 mandatory security requirements   
• High quality materials and "Made in Germany" quality for safety and durability; complete with a 3 year warranty 
• Cutting rollers made of hardened solid steel     
• Powerful motor allows for continuous operation     
• Energy Management Control System EcoSmart: Particularly low power consumption of 0.1 watt in standby mode  
• Light barrier for automatic start / stop     
• Mobile on castors     
• Convenient and effortless removal and emptying of collection bag    
• High quality wooden floor cabinet with door     
• Level indicator through inspection window in the waste container    
• Includes an external oiler         
   

• Meets DOD & NSA/CSS 02-01 mandatory security requirements   
• High quality materials and "Made in Germany" quality for safety and durability; complete with a 3 year warranty 
• Cutting rollers made of hardened solid steel     
• Powerful motor allows for continuous operation     
• Energy Management Control System EcoSmart: Particularly low power consumption of 0.1 watt in standby mode  
• Mobile on castors     
• Convenient and effortless removal and emptying of collection bag   
• Button lock prevents accidental use     
• High quality wooden floor cabinet with door     
• Level indicator through inspection window in the waste container    
• Includes an internal oiler         
   

• Meets DOD & NSA/CSS 02-01 mandatory security requirements   
• High quality materials and "Made in Germany" quality for safety and durability; complete with a 3 year warranty 
• Cutting rollers made of hardened solid steel     
• Powerful motor allows for continuous operation     
• Energy Management Control System EcoSmart: Particularly low power consumption of 0.1 watt in standby mode  
• High quality wooden floor cabinet with door     
• Light barrier for automatic start / stop     
• Mobile on castors     
• Removable waste container for effortless emptying      
• Level indicator through inspection window in the waste container    
• Includes an external oiler         
       

HSM SECURIO P36 High Security document shredder
Equipped to handle large jobs, this shredder can tackle entire departments at the maximum security level.

1600 W 13 in38.3 gal 115 V/
60Hz

DE ST CS TAAHS EM QOAJ

AJ

AJ

CD

DE ST CS TAAHS EM QOCD

DE ST CS TAAHS EM QOCD

AJDE ST CS TAAHS EM QOCD

Part # Cutting SizePart # Cutting Size

High qualit
• Level indicator through inspection window in the waste container
• Includes 
      

         

*Pending Approval
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Part # Cutting Size Cutting Type Cutting Capacity 
in Sheets 

Security level 
DIN 32757-1

Security Level 
DIN 66399

Cutting 
capabilities

HSM1854M 1/32" x 3/16" cross
12 - 14
2,500 pcs/hr
OMDD

HS Level 6 P-7 / O-6 / T-6 / E-5 / F-3 

Dimensions (HxWxD): 36.9” x 22.8” x 21.7” color: white

Part # Cutting Size Cutting Type Cutting Capacity 
in Sheets 

Security level 
DIN 32757-1

Security Level 
DIN 66399

Cutting 
capabilities

HSM1884M 1/32" x 3/16" cross
14 - 16
2,500 pcs/hr
OMDD

HS Level 6 P-7 / O-6 / T-6 / E-5 / F-3 

Dimensions (HxWxD): 36.9” x 22.8” x 21.7” color: white

Part # Cutting Size Cutting Type Cutting Capacity 
in Sheets 

Security level 
DIN 32757-1

Security Level 
DIN 66399

Cutting 
capabilities

HSM1884 1/32" x 3/16" cross 14 - 16 HS Level 6 P-7 / F-3

Dimensions (HxWxD): 36.9” x 23.5” x 22.5” color: white

HSM SECURIO P36 High Security document  
shredder OMDD (Optical Media Destruction Device)
Two shredders in one, this maximum security shredder can easily shred confidential papers as well as discs.

HSM SECURIO P40 High Security document shredder
High quality materials, proven quality –  primarily used by the US governmental agencies, this shredder offers the highest level 
of security available.

HSM SECURIO P40 High Security document  
shredder OMDD (Optical Media Destruction Device)
This data carrier shredder is specifically designed for the shredding of paper, CDs and DVDs with the highest security 
requirements.

1600 W

2100 W

2100 W

13 in

13 in

13 in

38.3 gal

40 gal

40 gal

115 V/
60Hz

115 V/
60Hz

115 V/
60Hz

• Meets DOD & NSA/CSS 04-02 mandatory security requirements   
• High quality materials and "Made in Germany" quality for safety and durability; complete with a 3 year warranty 
• Cutting rollers made of hardened solid steel     
• Powerful motor allows for continuous operation
• Energy Management Control System:  90% energy savings thanks to the sleep mode and automatic shutdown 
• Separate slot for the shredding of CDs/DVDs and credit cards    
• Light barrier for automatic start / stop     
• Mobile on castors     
• Convenient and effortless removal and emptying of collection bag    
• High quality wooden floor cabinet with door     
• Level indicator through inspection window in the waste container    
• Includes an internal oiler     

• Meets DOD & NSA/CSS 02-01 mandatory security requirements   
• High quality materials and "Made in Germany" quality for safety and durability; complete with a 3 year warranty 
• Cutting rollers made of hardened solid steel     
• Separate slot for the shredding of CDs/DVDs and credit cards    
• Powerful motor allows for continuous operation     
• Energy Management Control System: 90% energy savings thanks to the sleep mode and automatic shutdown
• Mobile on castors     
• Convenient and effortless removal and emptying of collection bag    
• High quality wooden floor cabinet with door     
• Level indicator through inspection window in the waste container  
• Includes an internal oiler       

• Meets DOD & NSA/CSS 02-01 mandatory security requirements   
• High quality materials and "Made in Germany" quality for safety and durability; complete with a 3 year warranty 
• Cutting rollers made of hardened solid steel     
• Powerful motor allows for continuous operation     
• Energy Management Control System: 90% energy savings thanks to the sleep mode and automatic shutdown
• Light barrier for automatic start / stop     
• Mobile on castors     
• Convenient and effortless removal and emptying of collection bag    
• High quality wooden floor cabinet with door     
• Level indicator through inspection window in the waste container    
• Includes an internal oiler        

DE ST CS TAAHS EM QOAJ CD

DE ST CS TAAHS EM QOAJ CD

DE ST CS TAAHS EM QOAJ CD

•
•
•
•

•
•

sdaeH gnittuC noisicerP leetS diloS ytilauQ - TS

rotoM ytuD suounitnoC - DCynamreG ni edaM - ED

EM - Energy Management Control   System HS - High Security SolutionsLW - Lifetime Warranty on Solid Steel Cutting Rollers

CS - Comprehensive Safety SystemTAA - TAA Compliant

AJ - Anti-Jam TechnologyQO - Quiet Operation

When ordering please also consider the consumable materials for the HSM High Security document shredders on page 68.
All specifications are listed without guarantee. Technical and design modifications reserved.

*Pending Approval

*Pending Approval
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DE ST CS TAAHS EM QOAJ CDHSM SECURIO P44 High Security OMDD 
(Optical Media Destruction Device)
Equipped to handle large jobs, this shredder can tackle entire departments at the maximum security level.

Nanoshred 726 document shredder
This special device is designed for the shredding of punched tape and meets the highest security requirements, e.g. those 
specified by high-level government security agencies.

2600 W

295 W

16 in

1.5 in

55 gal

1.3 gal

115 V/
60Hz

115 V/
60Hz

Part # Cutting Size Cutting Type Cutting capacity 
in sheets

Security level 
DIN 32757-1

Security Level 
DIN 66399

Cutting 
capabilities

Part # Cutting Size Cutting Type Cutting capacity 
in sheets

Security level 
DIN 32757-1

Security Level 
DIN 66399

Cutting 
capabilities

HSM1874M 1/32" x 3/16" cross 18 - 20 HS Level 6 O-6 / T-6 / E-5
                                2,500 pcs/hr
                         OMDD

Dimensions (HxWxD): 40.4” x 27.6” x 23.3”  color: white

*Pending Approval

HSM1674  1/32" x 7/64" cross 1 code tape HS Level 5 F-4

Dimensions (HxWxD): 10.2” x 15.8” x 10.6” color: light grey

• High quality materials and "Made in Germany" quality for security and durability  
• Cutting rollers made of hardened solid steel with lifetime warranty  
• Powerful motor allows for continuous operation    
• Automatic return eliminates paper jams    
• Safety element prevents unintentional entry    
• Light barrier for automatic start / stop       
    

• Meets DOD & NSA/CSS 04-02 mandatory security requirements   
• High quality materials and "Made in Germany" quality for safety and durability; complete with a 3 year warranty 
• Cutting rollers made of hardened solid steel     
• Powerful motor allows for continuous operation
• Energy Management Control System:  90% energy savings thanks to the sleep mode and automatic shutdown 
• Separate slot for the shredding of CDs/DVDs and credit cards    
• Light barrier for automatic start / stop     
• Mobile on castors     
• Convenient and effortless removal and emptying of collection bag    
• High quality wooden floor cabinet with door     
• Level indicator through inspection window in the waste container    
• Includes an internal oiler         
    

DE ST TAAHS CD

Code Tape

• Meets DOD & NSA/CSS 02-01 mandatory security requirements   
• High quality materials and "Made in Germany" quality for safety and durability; complete with a 3 year warranty 
• Cutting rollers made of hardened solid steel     
• Powerful motor allows for continuous operation
• Energy Management Control System:  90% energy savings thanks to the sleep mode and automatic shutdown 
• Light barrier for automatic start / stop     
• Mobile on castors     
• Convenient and effortless removal and emptying of collection bag    
• Button lock prevents accidental use     
• High quality wooden floor cabinet with door     
• Level indicator through inspection window in the waste container    
• Includes an internal oiler     

HSM SECURIO P44 High Security document shredder
Equipped to handle large jobs, this shredder can tackle entire departments at the maximum security level.

2600 W 16in55 gal 115 V/
60Hz

HSM1874 1/32" x 3/16" cross 18 - 20  HS Level 6 P-7 / F-3

Dimensions (HxWxD): 40.4” x 27.6” x 23.3”  color: white

*Pending Approval

DE ST CS TAAHS EM QOAJ CD

Part # Cutting Size Cutting Type Cutting capacity 
in sheets

Security level 
DIN 32757-1

Security Level 
DIN 66399

Cutting 
capabilities
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When ordering please also consider the consumable materials for the HSM High Security document shredders on page 68.
All specifications are listed without guarantee. Technical and design modifications reserved.
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Part # Cutting Size Cutting Type Cutting Capacity 
in Sheets 

Security level 
DIN 32757-1

Security Level 
DIN 66399

Cutting 
capabilities

HSM1275 1/32" x 7/16" cross 5 - 7 HS Level 5 P-6 / F-3

HSM15624 1/32" x 3/16" cross 5 - 7 HS Level 6 P-7 / F-3

Dimensions (HxWxD): 32.6” x 17.6” x 13.6”   color: light grey

Part # Cutting Size Cutting Type Cutting Capacity 
in Sheets 

Security level 
DIN 32757-1

Security Level 
DIN 66399

Cutting 
capabilities

HSM1344 1/32" x 7/16" cross 10 - 11 HS Level 5 P-6 / F-3

HSM14584 1/32" x 3/16" cross 10 - 12 HS Level 6 P-7 / F-3

Dimensions (HxWxD): 35.2” x 19.7” x 18.5”  color: light grey

Part # Cutting Size Cutting Type Cutting Capacity 
in Sheets 

Security level 
DIN 32757-1

Security Level 
DIN 66399

Cutting 
capabilities

HSM1687 1/32" x 3/16" cross 5 - 7 HS Level 6 P-7 / F-3

Dimensions (HxWxD): 17.6” x 13.6” x 15”  color: light grey

DE ST TAAHSAJ CDHSM Classic 225.2 High Security document shredder
Solid and reliable document shredder with a powerful motor and the high security cutting performance.

1600 W 12 in31.7 gal 115 V/
60Hz • Meets DOD & NSA/CSS 02-01 mandatory security requirements   

• High quality materials and "Made in Germany" quality for security and durability  
• Cutting rollers made of hardened solid steel with lifetime warranty    
• Powerful motor allows for continuous operation     
• Automatic return eliminates paper jams     
• Safety element prevents unintentional entry     
• Light barrier for automatic start / stop     
• Convenient and effortless removal and emptying of collection bag    
• High quality wooden floor cabinet with door     
• Mobile on castors     
• Includes an external oiler     

HSM Classic 125.2 High Security document shredder
Specially developed to satisfy the needs of government agencies and others who need the highest security precautions.

670 W 10 in20 gal 115 V/
60Hz • Meets DOD & NSA/CSS 02-01 mandatory security requirements   

• High quality materials and “Made in Germany“ quality for security and durability 
• Cutting rollers made of hardened solid steel     
• Powerful motor allows for continuous operation     
•  Automatic return eliminates paper jams     
• Safety element prevents unintentional entry     
• Light barrier for automatic start / stop     
• Convenient and effortless removal and emptying of collection bag    
• High quality wooden floor cabinet with door     
• Mobile on castors     
• Includes an external oiler         
     

• State-of-the-art electronic controller   
• Photoelectric cell for automatic start/stop control   
• On/off switch with integrated reversing function   
• Safety element above paper intake   
• Standby mode with LED indicator   
• Stops automatically when the shred bin is full and door is open   
• Automatic reverse         
   

HSM Classic 125.2 Field Deployable High Security 
document shredder
A field deployable, high security model able to sustain high impact while in case.670 W 10 in6.6 gal 115 V/

60Hz

DE ST TAAHSAJ CD

DE ST TAAHSAJ CD

sdaeH gnittuC noisicerP leetS diloS ytilauQ - TS

rotoM ytuD suounitnoC - DCynamreG ni edaM - ED

EM - Energy Management Control   System HS - High Security SolutionsLW - Lifetime Warranty on Solid Steel Cutting Rollers

CS - Comprehensive Safety SystemTAA - TAA Compliant

AJ - Anti-Jam TechnologyQO - Quiet Operation

When ordering please also consider the consumable materials for the HSM High Security document shredders on page 68.
All specifications are listed without guarantee. Technical and design modifications reserved.
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Part # Cutting Size Cutting Type Cutting Capacity 
in Sheets 

Security level 
DIN 32757-1

Security Level 
DIN 66399

Cutting 
capabilities

HSM1369 1/32" x 7/16" cross 10 - 11 HS Level 5 P-6 / F-3

HSM16604 1/32" x 3/16" cross 10 - 12 HS Level 6 P-7 / F-3

Dimensions (HxWxD): 35.7” x 23.4” x 18.5”   color: light grey

Part # Cutting Size Cutting Type Cutting Capacity 
in Sheets 

Security level 
DIN 32757-1

Security Level 
DIN 66399

Cutting 
capabilities

HSM1569 1/32" x 7/16" cross 17 - 19 HS Level 5 P-6 / F-3

HSM15644 1/32" x 3/16" cross 14 - 16 HS Level 6 P-7 / F-3

Dimensions (HxWxD): 37.8” x 23.4” x 18.5”  color: light grey

Part # Cutting Size Cutting Type Cutting Capacity 
in Sheets 

Security level 
DIN 32757-1

Security Level 
DIN 66399

Cutting 
capabilities

HSM1570 .086" x .157" 2,500 pcs/hr HS Level 6 O-5 / T-6 / E-5

Dimensions (HxWxD): 37.8” x 23.4” x 18.5” color: light grey

DE ST TAAHSAJ CD

DE ST TAAHSAJ CD

DE ST TAAHSAJ CDHSM Classic 390.3 High Security document shredder
Powerful document shredder with the highest security cross cut and 39 gallons of collection volume.

HSM Classic 411.2 High Security document shredder 
Specially developed to satisfy the needs of government agencies and others who need the highest security precautions.

1600 W

2100 W

16 in

16 in

39 gal

38.5 gal

115 V/
60Hz

115 V/
60Hz

• Meets DOD & NSA/CSS 02-01 mandatory security requirements   
• High quality materials and "Made in Germany" quality for security and durability  
• Cutting rollers made of hardened solid steel with lifetime warranty    
• Powerful motor allows for continuous operation    
• Automatic return eliminates paper jams    
• Safety element prevents unintentional entry    
• Light barrier for automatic start / stop    
• Convenient and effortless removal and emptying of collection bag    
• High quality wooden floor cabinet with door    
• Mobile on castors    
• Includes an external oiler        
       

• Meets DOD & NSA/CSS 02-01 mandatory security requirements   
• High quality materials and "Made in Germany" quality for security and durability  
• Cutting rollers made of hardened solid steel with lifetime warranty   
• Powerful motor allows for continuous operation    
• Automatic return eliminates paper jams    
• Safety element prevents unintentional entry    
• Light barrier for automatic start / stop    
• Convenient and effortless removal and emptying of collection bag    
• High quality wooden floor cabinet with door    
• Mobile on castors    
• Includes an external oiler     

• High quality materials and "Made in Germany" quality for security and durability 
• Included in the NSA/CSS Evaluated Product Line (EPL 04-02) 
• Cutting rollers made of hardened solid steel with lifetime warranty    
• Powerful motor allows for continuous operation      
•  Safety element prevents unintentional entry and serves as a splinter shield   
• Light barrier for automatic start / stop    
• Convenient and effortless removal and emptying of collection bag    
• High quality wooden floor cabinet with door    
• Mobile on castors       

HSM Classic 411.2 High Security OMDD 
(Optical Media Destruction Device)
This data carrier shredder is specifically designed for the shredding of CDs / DVDs, credit cards or floppy discs with the highest 
security requirements and shreds the data carriers of large departments with about fifteen people. This OMDD device does not 
shred paper.

2100 W 16in38.5 gal 115 V/
60Hz

Mobile on castors
• Includes an e

When ordering please also consider the consumable materials for the HSM High Security document shredders on page 68.
.All specifications are listed without guarantee. Technical and design modifications reserved.
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Options for SECURIO P36, P40 & P44 Part number Available for

Separate CD cutting unit (3.9 x 40 mm) Part no. + C Security level 3 & 4

Metal detection Part no. + D Security level 5, HS Level 6

Separate OMDD cutting unit (2.2 x 4 mm) Part no. + M Security level 5 & 6

Separate OMDD cutting unit (2.2 x 4 mm) and metal detection Part no. + N Security level 5, HS Level 6

Automatic oiler for cutting unit 250 ml Part no. + O all cross-cut versions

    High Security Additional Options

Customize your             High Security shredder
 with the innovations you deem most important!



Options for SECURIO P36, P40 & P44 Part number Available for

Separate CD cutting unit (3.9 x 40 mm) Part no. + C Security level 3 & 4

Metal detection Part no. + D Security level 5, HS Level 6

Separate OMDD cutting unit (2.2 x 4 mm) Part no. + M Security level 5 & 6

Separate OMDD cutting unit (2.2 x 4 mm) and metal detection Part no. + N Security level 5, HS Level 6

Automatic oiler for cutting unit 250 ml Part no. + O all cross-cut versions

HSM Powerline

Data privacy in a big way – the HSM Powerline: The robust technology of the 400 V devices is specially designed for a large 

throughput and long total operating time. As a top model, the HSM Powerline FA 500.3 processes bound documents and 

folders with up to 550 sheets per cycle. The powerful large devices are ideal for large archives or as a central station for 

document shredding.
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1

2

HSM Powerline industrial shredders
Sturdy systems for demanding users

Specially hardened solid 
steel cutting rollers
Its induction-hardened solid steel 
cutting rollers are low on wear, resistant 
and guarantee long service life.

Automatic reverse
The automatic reverse rectifies paper 
jams and ensures smooth operation.

Operating safety with 
emergency stop rail
High user safety is guaranteed by the 
safety circuit on the loading table which
stops the machine if it is touched.

Low space requirement 
and narrow transport width
Thanks to the integrated rollers and 
compact size, the machine can be 
easily set up at the installation site 
and saves space.

Extension of the loading  
table (FA 400.2 / FA 500.3)
For more space to store materials there 
is an extension to the loading table.

Discharge conveyor belt 
FA 500.3
The discharge conveyor belt makes  
the collection of the shredded  
material easy and convenient.  
Any standard container can be used  
to collect the material at the end  
of the conveyor belt. 

Removable trolley 
The device has a removable trolley 
(easy to get out of the machine)  
and the collecting bag itself can be 
re-used.

1   FA 400.2

2   FA 500.3
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Part # Cutting Size Cutting Type Cutting Capacity 
in Sheets 

Security level 
DIN 32757-1

Security Level 
DIN 66399

Cutting 
capabilities

HSM1503 1/8" x 2" cross 80 - 85 3 P-4 / O-3 / T-4 / E-3 / F-1

Dimensions (HxWxD): 62.6" x 29.5" x 26.1"   color: white

Part # Cutting Size Cutting Type Cutting Capacity 
in Sheets 

Security level 
DIN 32757-1

Security Level 
DIN 66399

Cutting 
capabilities

HSM1513 1/4" strip 130 2 P-2 / O-2 / T-2 / E-2

HSM1514 1/4" x 2" cross 120 3 P-3 / O-2 / T-3 / E-2

Dimensions (HxWxD): 65" x 45.5" x 61.7"   color: white

Part # Cutting Size Cutting Type Cutting Capacity 
in Sheets 

Security level 
DIN 32757-1

Security Level 
DIN 66399

Cutting 
capabilities

HSM1991 9/32" x 1 1/2" - 3 5/32" cross 500 - 550 3 P-3 / O-2 / T-3 / E-2

HSM1990* 1/4" x 1 9/16" - 2 1/16" cross 400 - 450 3 P-3 / O-2 / T-3 / E-2

HSM1993 1/16" x 9/16" cross 120 - 130 4 P-5 / O-4 / T-5 / 5-4 / F-2

Dimensions (HxWxD): 71" x 46" x 71"   color: white

HSM Powerline 450.2 document shredder
This powerful large document shredder for three-phase power supply ensures data security in archives or as a central point for 
document shredding4000 W 17.4 in76.6 gal 3x208 V/

60Hz
• Optimized cutting device technology destroys 80-85 sheets of paper, creating 345 cross-cut / confetti-cut particles per page  
• Obliterates large quantities such as archives and bulk storage  
• Material feed via electronic conveyor belt  
• Anti-Jam Technology prevents jams when machine is overloaded  
• Continuous Duty Operation ensures continual shredding with no down time  
• Lifetime warranty on cutting cylinder  
• Made in Germany  
• Baler with loading aperture/inspection flap for non-confidential documents or cardboard  
• Modern SPS controller with multi-lingual display  

LWDE STCDAJ

HSM Powerline FA 400.2 document shredder
Thanks to its large throughput, this sturdy and durable document shredder is ideal for use in archives or central stations for 
document shredding. Recommended for up to fifteen people. 4000 W 17 in104 gal 3x208 V/

60Hz • High quality materials and "Made in Germany" quality for safety and durability      
• Cutting rollers made of hardened solid steel      
• Convenient material feeding via conveyor belt      
• Powerful motor allows for continuous operation      
• An automatic return eliminates paper jams      
• Effortless emptying via a removable trolley with a reusable collecting bag      
• User safety through emergency off switch      
• Functional operator control panel with LED indicator      
• Extension of the loading table by 600 mm; used for material storage (left or right)      
• Mobile on castors.      

LWDE STCDAJ

HSM Powerline FA 500.3 document shredder
The top model of the large document shredder series HSM Powerline. This powerhouse is ideal for the  
shredding of large quantities in archives or central document shredding stations. 9.2 kW 20 in140 gal 3x208 V/

60Hz • High quality materials and "Made in Germany" quality for safety and durability 
• Cutting rollers made of hardened solid steel 
• Convenient material feeding via conveyor belt 
• Powerful motor allows for continuous operation 
• An automatic return eliminates paper jams 
• User safety through emergency off rail 
• Automatic oiler provides for consistently high cutting capacity 
• Multifunction element for intuitive operation 
• Mobile on castors        

LWDE STCDAJ

Extension Table    1990990010              all versions
Extends loading table by 600 mm, on the left or right, as required      
Discharge conveyor belt          1990990025           all versions
1450 mm discharge height      
Cart Tipper                      CT100                      all versions
Additional shredder-material collecting trolley for FA 500.3
*Special Order     

Optional Equipment Part number

sdaeH gnittuC noisicerP leetS diloS ytilauQ - TS

rotoM ytuD suounitnoC - DCynamreG ni edaM - ED

EM - Energy Management Control   System HS - High Security SolutionsLW - Lifetime Warranty on Solid Steel Cutting Rollers

CS - Comprehensive Safety SystemTAA - TAA Compliant

AJ - Anti-Jam TechnologyQO - Quiet Operation

When ordering please also consider the consumable materials for the HSM Powerline document shredders on page 68.
All specifications are listed without guarantee. Technical and design modifications reserved.

Available for
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Part # Cutting 
Size

Device 
Type

Cutting 
Capacity 

Security level 
DIN 66399

Cutting 
capabilities

HSM1778 .78" x 1.18" - 2" single-stage up to 2000 items/hr O-1 / T-2 / E-2 / H-4

HSM1777 .39" x 1" - 1.18" dual-stage up to 2500 items/hr O-3 / T-3 / E-2 / H-5

HSM1779 1.57" single-stage up to 2000 items/hr O-1 / T-2 / E-2 / H-4

Dimensions (HxWxD): single-stage: 66 3/4" x 41" x 120 3/8" , dual-stage: 66 3/4" x 41" x 129 5/6"  color: white

HSM Hard Drive Shredder/Backup Destroyer 230
Secure, data policy compliant and economical. This hard drive shredder shreds digital data carriers into little particles and makes  
data re-creation virtually impossible. Also shreds poker chips, cell phones, PDA's and more!

4+1.34 hp
4+4+1.34 hp

3x208 V/
60Hz

• High quality materials and "Made in Germany" quality for safety and durability 
• Cutting rollers made of hardened solid steel
• Optional discharge conveyor belt for transporting material into a separate container 
• Powerful motor allows for continuous operation 
• An automatic return eliminates material jams 
• User safety through emergency off switch 
• Multifunction element for intuitive operation 
• Practical storage table for data carriers 
• Mobile on castors      

DE STCD

Exit Conveyor           1777200000         all versions

Catch Tray            1000008676         all versions

Optional Equipment Part number Available for

HSM Hard Drive Shredder/Backup Destroyer 150
The hard drive shredder HSM Powerline HDS 150 destroys digital media devices in a safe and economical way – and is data 
protection compliant as well.

2 HP 120 V/20 amp
or 30 amp

• High quality materials and “Made in Germany“ quality for safety and durability
• Cutting rollers made of hardened solid steel
• Hard drive shredder with 230 V power supply in a compact and modern design
• Very suitable for the decentralized destruction of a smaller quantity of data media
• Powerful, energy-saving power unit enables long operation at a low noise level
• Low maintenance due to closed direct drive unit
• An automatic return eliminates material jams
• Data media can be processed at a convenient working height
• Different function modes for the various type of material and maximum throughput
• Removable waste container for effortless emptying
• Multifunction element for intuitive operation
• Mobile on castors     

DE STCD

Part # Cutting 
Size

Device 
Type

Cutting 
Capacity 

Security level 
DIN 66399

Cutting 
capabilities

HSM1772-1 1.5" cross 500 hard drives T-1 / E-2 / H-3

HSM1772-2 1.5" cross 700 hard drives T-1 / E-2 / H-3

Dimensions (HxWxD): 43.5 x 46.8 x 31.1 color: white

LIMITED AVAILABILITY

4+1.34 hp
4+4+1.34 hp

3x208 V/
60Hz



The shredder baler combinations are complete, compact waste disposal stations. They provide for data security up to security 

level P-5 and compress the shredded material into bales, which can be easily transported and recycled. The HSM shredder 

baler combinations are ideal for shredding large quantities.

HSM Shredder baler combinations

Available for

49
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HSM Shredder baler combinations
Sturdy systems for demanding users

Specially hardened solid 
steel cutting rollers
Its induction-hardened solid steel 
cutting rollers are low on wear, resistant 
and guarantee long service life.

Energy-efficient  
IE 2 motors
The powerful motors with chain 
drive are low on wear, resistant and 
guarantee long service life. They 
guarantee reliable operation with 
maximum throughput – even during 
continuous operation.

Operating safety with 
emergency stop rail
High user safety is guaranteed by 
the safety circuit on the loading 
table which stops the machine if it  
is touched.

User safety through  
emergency off switch
It may be necessary to stop the 
machine immediately so we have 
equipped the device with an 
emergency off switch which,  
when activated, will do just this.

Bale removal trolley  
(SP 4040 V)
The removal trolley allows for the 
easy removal and disposal of the 
compact bales.

Light barrier for  
automatic start 
During the shredding process, an 
integrated light barrier starts the 
compression process automatically.  
It is therefore possible to feed the 
machine continuously without 
interruption.

Bale weight can be  
manually set
The bale weight is variable and depends 
on your requirement.

Simple commissioning
The combination can be commissioned by 
a HSM service technician. Just contact our 
HSM customer service team and we will 
make all the arrangements for you.



Part # Cutting Size Cutting Type Cutting Capacity 
in Sheets 

Security level 
DIN 32757-1

Security Level 
DIN 66399

Cutting 
capabilities

HSM3513 1/4" strip 130 2   P-2 / O-2 / T-2 / E-2

HSM3514 1/4" x 2" cross 120 3   P-3 / O-2 / T-3 / E-2

Dimensions (HxWxD): 77.5" x 42.9" x 79.9"  color: white

Max Bale Size (HxWxD): 23.6“ x 19.6“ x 15.7“(box size), Pressing Power: 4 tons

Part # Cutting Size Cutting Type Cutting Capacity 
in Sheets 

Security level 
DIN 32757-1

Security Level 
DIN 66399

Cutting 
capabilities

HSM365520 9/32" X 1 1/2" - 3 5/32" cross 500 - 550 2 P-3 / O-2 / T-3 / E-2

Dimensions (HxWxD): 71“ x 46" x 95“   color: white

Max Bale Size (HxWxD): 22.24" x 19.29" x 31.49" (box size), Pressing Power: 8 tons

Part # Cutting Size Cutting Type Cutting Capacity 
in Sheets 

Security level 
DIN 32757-1

Security Level 
DIN 66399

Cutting 
capabilities

HSM365511 9/32" X 1 1/2" - 3 5/32" cross 500 - 550 2 P-3 / O-2 / T-3 / E-2

Dimensions (HxWxD): 71“ x 50“ x 127"   color: white

Max Bale Size (HxWxD): 19.68" x 19.68" x 37.4" (box size), Pressing Power: 9.5 tons

HSM SP 4040 V Shredder baler combination
This compact combination of the large document shredder FA 400.2 and a vertical baling press is ideal for professional 
document shredding in large quantities, which are then compressed into bales of up to 77 lbs. 4000 W 17 in 208 V/

60Hz
• High quality materials and "Made in Germany" quality for safety and durability   
• Cutting rollers made of hardened solid steel   
• Convenient material feeding via non-slip conveyor belt   
• Continuous operation is possible thanks to the powerful motor with a chain drive   
• Automatic return eliminates paper jams  
• Light barrier for automatic start of the compression process   
• Shredder material is compressed into compact bales and can optionally be cleanly disposed of in a box or waste bag  
• Practical removal trolley for the easy removal of bales   
• Manual oiler for consistently high cutting capacity   
• User safety through emergency off switch   
• Functional operator control panel with LED indicator   
• Mobile on castors        

LWDE STCDAJ

HSM SP 5080 Shredder baler combination
This powerful combination of the large document shredder FA 500.3 and a counterplate baling press provides for data  
security in archives and compresses the shredded material into bales between 80 and 175 lbs. 9200 W 20 in 208 V/

60Hz • High quality materials and "Made in Germany" quality for safety and durability   
• Cutting rollers made of hardened solid steel   
• Convenient material feeding via non-slip conveyor belt   
• Continuous operation is possible thanks to the powerful motor with a chain drive   
•  Automatic return eliminates paper jams   
• Simple commissioning of the combination using Plug-and-Play   
• Light barrier for automatic start of the compression process   
• Shredder material is compressed into compact bales and can optionally be cleanly disposed of in a box or waste bag   
•  The bale weight is variable depending on the requirement   
• Automatic oiler provides for consistently high cutting capacity   
• User safety through emergency off rail   
• Multifunction element for intuitive operation   
• Mobile on castors        

LWDE STCDAJ

HSM SP 5088 Shredder baler combination
With this waste disposal station, HSM combines the large document shredder FA 500.3 with a channel baling press. It is 
therefore particularly ideal for use in archives or central stations for document shredding, even in large quantities, which are 
then compressed into bales up to 200 lbs. as needed. 9200 W 20 in 208 V/

60Hz • High quality materials and "Made in Germany" quality for safety and durability    
• Cutting rollers made of hardened solid steel    
• Convenient material feeding via non-slip conveyor belt    
• Continuous operation is possible thanks to the powerful motor with a chain drive    
• Automatic return eliminates paper jams    
• Simple commissioning of the combination using Plug-and-Play    
• Light barrier for automatic start of the compression process    
• Shredder material is compressed into compact bales, manually strapped three-fold and can also be disposed of  
 cleanly in a waste bag 
• The bale weight is variable depending on the requirement    
• Automatic oiler provides for consistently high cutting capacity    
• User safety through emergency off rail    
• Multifunction element for intuitive operation    
• Mobile on castors         

LWDE STCD

60Hz

sdaeH gnittuC noisicerP leetS diloS ytilauQ - TS

rotoM ytuD suounitnoC - DCynamreG ni edaM - ED

EM - Energy Management Control   System HS - High Security SolutionsLW - Lifetime Warranty on Solid Steel Cutting Rollers

CS - Comprehensive Safety SystemTAA - TAA Compliant

AJ - Anti-Jam TechnologyQO - Quiet Operation

When ordering please also consider the consumable materials for the HSM Shredder baler combinations document shredders on page 68.
All specifications are listed without guarantee. Technical and design modifications reserved.
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At HSM, we offer a range of innovative and practical warehouse management solutions from cardboard converters to PET bottle & 
can crushers to vertical baling presses and hard drive shredders.  All designed to reduce costs, be environmentally friendly and 
conserve precious warehouse space in the process.

Packaging can become a 
problem 

Packaging is indispensable for transporting 
products safely.  But it can quickly become a 
problem when it begins to pile up, block 
valuable space and incur expensive personnel 
costs.

Volume reduction for cardboard, 
foil, plastic, PET

Due to their size, cost efficiency and capacity, 
the vertical baling presses are incredibly 
well-suited for industry, manufacturers and 
retailers alike.  With these compact baling 
presses, you can reduce the volume of your
on-site packaging material by up to 95%.

Valuable Secondary Raw 
Material

Considered part of the recycling chain, used 
packaging becomes a valuable secondary 
raw material.  HSM has solutions for hand-
ling and compacting this raw material using 
tried & true technology.

Pressing Power

Robust and reliable with a pressing power 
of 27.5 tons, our HSM FP 3000 is excellently 
suited for pressing light metal and rolled hoop 
barrels.

HSM Warehouse Management Solutions - 
Turn your waste into valuable material!
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sdaeH gnittuC noisicerP leetS diloS ytilauQ - TS
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EM - Energy Management Control   System HS - High Security SolutionsLW - Lifetime Warranty on Solid Steel Cutting Rollers

CS - Comprehensive Safety SystemTAA - TAA Compliant

AJ - Anti-Jam TechnologyQO - Quiet Operation

When ordering please also consider the consumable materials for the HSM Warehouse Management Solutions on page 68 & 69.
All specifications are listed without guarantee. Technical and design modifications reserved.
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HSM Hard Drive Shredder/Backup Destroyer 150
The hard drive shredder HSM Powerline HDS 150 destroys digital media devices in a safe and economical way – and is data 
protection compliant as well.

2 hp

• High quality materials and “Made in Germany“ quality for safety and durability
• Cutting rollers made of hardened solid steel
• Hard drive shredder with 230 V power supply in a compact and modern design
• Very suitable for the decentralized destruction of a smaller quantity of data media
• Powerful, energy-saving power unit enables long operation at a low noise level
• Low maintenance due to closed direct drive unit
• An automatic return eliminates material jams
• Data media can be processed at a convenient working height
• Different function modes for the various type of material and maximum throughput
• Removable waste container for effortless emptying
• Multifunction element for intuitive operation
• Mobile on castors     

DE STCD

Part # Cutting Size Cutting Type Cutting Capacity Security level 
DIN 32757-1

Cutting 
capabilities

HSM1778 .78" x 1.18" - 2" single-stage up to 2000 items/hr O-1 / T-2 / E-2 / H-4

HSM1777 .39" x 1" - 1.18" dual-stage up to 2500 items/hr O-3 / T-3 / E-2 / H-5

HSM1779 1.57" single-stage up to 2000 items/hr O-1 / T-2 / E-2 / H-4

Dimensions (HxWxD): 71“ x 46“ x 71“  color: white

HSM Hard Drive Shredder/Back Up Media Destroyer 230
Secure, data policy compliant and economical. This hard drive shredder shreds digital data carriers into little particles and makes  
data re-creation virtually impossible. Also shreds poker chips, cell phones, PDA's and more! 4 + 1.34 hp

4+4+1.34 hp
120V/20 amp 
or 30 amp

• High quality materials and "Made in Germany" quality for safety and durability  
• Cutting rollers made of hardened solid steel  
• Optional discharge conveyor belt for transporting material into a separate container  
• Powerful motor allows for continuous operation  
• An automatic return eliminates material jams  
• User safety through emergency off switch  
• Multifunction element for intuitive operation  
• Practical storage table for data carriers  
• Mobile on castors         
   

DE CD

Exit Conveyor    1777200312 all versions

Catch Tray     1779090000 all versions

Optional Equipment Part number Available for

ST

Part # Cutting Size Cutting Type Cutting Capacity in 
Sheets 

Security level 
DIN 66399

Cutting 
capabilities

HSM1772-1 1.5" cross 500 hard drives T-1 / E-2 / H-3

HSM1772-2 1.5" cross 700 hard drives T-1 / E-2 / H-3

Dimensions (HxWxD): 43.5 x 46.8 x 31.1 color: white

LIMITED AVAILABILITY

120 V/20 amp
or 30 amp
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sdaeH gnittuC noisicerP leetS diloS ytilauQ - TS
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EM - Energy Management Control   System HS - High Security SolutionsLW - Lifetime Warranty on Solid Steel Cutting Rollers

CS - Comprehensive Safety SystemTAA - TAA Compliant

AJ - Anti-Jam TechnologyQO - Quiet Operation

When ordering please also consider the consumable materials for the HSM Warehouse Management Solutions on page 68 & 69.
All specifications are listed without guarantee. Technical and design modifications reserved.

Part # Infeed height Cutting capacity Cutting speed in  fpm

HSM1531 .8” 2-3 layers 39’/min.

Dimensions (HxWxD): 38.2" x 27.5" x 19" x 14.5" color: light grey

HSM ProfiPack 425 Cardboard perforator
This powerful device perforates and bolsters up several layers of used cardboard into packaging material. The clever solution for 
all shipping and storage areas.
• Hardened cutting rollers for ripping through 2-3 layers of tough cardboard  
• Specially shaped cutting rollers represent a long service life and guarantee that the material is evenly padded 
• Continuous Duty Operation ensures continual shredding with no down time  
• Sturdy sheet steel housing is ideal for use in dispatch and warehouse areas  
• Thermal fuse to protect against overheating  
• 3-phase power connection  
• On/off and reverse rocker switch  
• Dusts extraction system connectivity  
• Complies with national and international safety regulations  
• Made in Germany  
• Mobile on castors  

DE STCD

2200 W 16.7 in 3 x 208 V / 
60 Hz

Complete Dust Extraction Kit     3370000077

Optional Equipment Part number

Part # Infeed height Cutting capacity Cutting speed in  fpm

HSM1528 .4” 1 layer 26’/min.

Dimensions (HxWxD): 14.2" x 23.22" x 14.5" color: light grey

HSM ProfiPack 400 Cardboard perforator
With this cardboard perforator, you transform used cardboard into packaging material in one work step. Can be used as a mobile 
and flexible tabletop device.1150 W 16.3 in 115 V/

60Hz • Hardened cutting rollers for ripping through 1 layer of tough cardboard while conveniently resting on your tabletop 
• Specially shaped cutting rollers guarantee even, optimum padding of the material   
• Continuous Duty Operation ensures continual shredding with no down time   
• Sturdy sheet steel housing is ideal for use in dispatch and warehouse areas   
• Thermal fuse to protect against overheating   
• AC power connection   
• On/off and reverse rocker switch   
• Complies with national and international safety regulations   
• Made in Germany        

DE STCD
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Part # Infeed height Cutting capacity Cutting speed in  fpm

HSM1531 .8” 2-3 layers 39’/min.

Dimensions (HxWxD): 38.2" x 27.5" x 19" x 14.5" color: light grey

Part # Cutting Size Cutting Type Cutting Capacity 
in Sheets 

Security level 
DIN 32757-1

Security Level 
DIN 66399

Cutting 
capabilities

HSM1503 1/8" x 2" cross 80 - 85 3 P-4 / O-3 / T-4 / E-3 / F-1

Dimensions (HxWxD): 62.6" x 29.5" x 26.1"   color: white

HSM Powerline 450.2 document shredder
This powerful large document shredder for three-phase power supply ensures data security in archives or as a central point for 
document shredding4000 W 17.4 in76.6 gal 3x208 V/

60Hz • Optimized cutting device technology destroys 80-85 sheets of paper, creating 345 cross-cut / confetti-cut particles per page  
• Obliterates large quantities such as archives and bulk storage   
• Material feed via electronic conveyor belt   
• Anti-Jam Technology prevents jams when machine is overloaded   
• Continuous Duty Operation ensures continual shredding with no down time   
• Lifetime warranty on cutting cylinder   
• Made in Germany   
• Baler with loading aperture/inspection flap for non-confidential documents or cardboard   
• Modern SPS controller with multi-lingual display        
• Mobile on castors      

LWDE STCDAJ

Part # Cutting Size Cutting Type Cutting Capacity 
in Sheets 

Security level 
DIN 32757-1

Security Level 
DIN 66399

Cutting 
capabilities

HSM1513 1/4" strip 130 2 P-2 / O-2 / T-2 / E-2

HSM1514 1/4" X 2" cross 120 3 P-3 / O-2 / T-3 / E-2

Dimensions (HxWxD): 65" x 45.5" x 61.7"   color: white

HSM Powerline FA 400.2 document shredder
Thanks to its large throughput, this sturdy and durable document shredder is ideal for use in archives or central stations for 
document shredding. Recommended for up to fifteen people. 4000 W 17 in104 gal 3x208 V/

60Hz
• High quality materials and "Made in Germany" quality for safety and durability      
• Cutting rollers made of hardened solid steel      
• Convenient material feeding via conveyor belt      
• Powerful motor allows for continuous operation      
• An automatic return eliminates paper jams      
• Effortless emptying via a removable trolley with a reusable collecting bag      
• User safety through emergency off switch      
• Functional operator control panel with LED indicator      
• Extension of the loading table by 600 mm; used for material storage (left or right)      
•  Mobile on castors      

LWDE STCDAJ

Part # Infeed height Cutting capacity Cutting speed in  fpm

HSM1528 .4” 1 layer 26’/min.

Dimensions (HxWxD): 14.2" x 23.22" x 14.5" color: light grey

Part # Cutting Size Cutting Type Cutting Capacity 
in Sheets 

Security level 
DIN 32757-1

Security Level 
DIN 66399

Cutting 
capabilities

HSM1991 9/32" X 1 1/2" - 3 5/32" cross 500 - 550 2 P-3 / O-2 / T-2 / E-2

HSM1990* 1/4" X 1 9/16" - 2 1/16" cross 400 - 450 3 P-3 / O-2 / T-3 / E-2

HSM1993 1/16" X 9/16" cross 120 - 130 4 P-5 / O-4 / T-5 / 5-4 / F-2

Dimensions (HxWxD): 71“ x 46“ x 71“  color: white

HSM Powerline FA 500.3 document shredder
The top model of the large document shredder series HSM Powerline. This powerhouse is ideal for the shredding of large 
quantities in archives or central document shredding stations. 9.2 kW 20 in140 gal 3x208 V/

60Hz
• High quality materials and "Made in Germany" quality for safety and durability 
• Cutting rollers made of hardened solid steel 
• Convenient material feeding via conveyor belt 
• Powerful motor allows for continuous operation 
• An automatic return eliminates paper jams 
• User safety through emergency off rail 
• Automatic oiler provides for consistently high cutting capacity 
• Multifunction element for intuitive operation 
• Mobile on castors        

LWDE STCDAJ

Extension Table    1990990010              all versions
Extends loading table by 600 mm, on the left or right, as required      
Discharge conveyor belt          1990990025            all versions
1450 mm discharge height      
Cart Tipper                      CT100                       all versions
Additional shredder-material collecting trolley for FA 500.3
*Special Order     

Optional Equipment Part number



56 When ordering please also consider the consumable materials for the HSM Warehouse Management Solutions on page 68 & 69.
All specifications are listed without guarantee. Technical and design modifications reserved.

Part # Cutting Size Cutting Type Cutting Capacity 
in Sheets 

Security level 
DIN 32757-1

Security Level 
DIN 66399

Cutting 
capabilities

HSM365511 9/32" X 1 1/2" - 3 5/32" cross 500 - 550 2 P-3 / O-2 / T-3 / E-2

Dimensions (HxWxD): 55.5" x 45.6" x 135"  color: white

Max Bale Size (HxWxD): 19.68" x 19.68" x 37.4" (box size), pressing power: 8.5 tons

Part #Part #

HSM365511

Dimensions (HxWxD):

Max Bale Size (HxWxD):

HSM SP 5088 Shredder baler combination
With this waste disposal station, HSM combines the large document shredder FA 500.3 with a channel baling press. It is 
therefore particularly ideal for use in archives or central stations for document shredding, even in large quantities, which are 
then compressed into bales of up to 200 lbs. as needed. 

9200 W 20 in 208 V/
60Hz

• High quality materials and "Made in Germany" quality for safety and durability    
• Cutting rollers made of hardened solid steel    
• Convenient material feeding via non-slip conveyor belt    
• Continuous operation is possible thanks to the powerful motor with a chain drive    
• Automatic return eliminates paper jams    
• Simple commissioning of the combination using Plug-and-Play    
• Light barrier for automatic start of the compression process    
• Shredder material is compressed into compact bales, manually strapped three-fold and can also be disposed of cleanly in a waste bag
• The bale weight is variable depending on the requirement    
• Automatic oiler provides for consistently high cutting capacity    
• User safety through emergency off rail    
• Multifunction element for intuitive operation    
• Mobile on castors    

LWDE STCD

Part # Cutting Size Cutting Type Cutting Capacity 
in Sheets 

Security level 
DIN 32757-1

Security Level 
DIN 66399

Cutting 
capabilities

HSM3513 1/4" strip 130 2 P-2 / O-2 / T-2 / E-2

HSM3514 1/4" x 2" cross 120 3 P-3 / O-2 / T-3 / E-2

Dimensions (HxWxD): 77.5" x 42.9" x 79.9",   color: white

Max Bale Size (HxWxD): 23.6“ x 19.6“ x 15.7“ (box size), pressing power: 4 tons 

• High quality materials and "Made in Germany" quality for safety and durability  
• Cutting rollers made of hardened solid steel   
• Convenient material feeding via non-slip conveyor belt  
• Continuous operation is possible thanks to the powerful motor with a chain drive  
• Automatic return eliminates paper jams   
• Light barrier for automatic start of the compression process   
• Shredder material is compressed into compact bales and can optionally be cleanly disposed of in a box or waste bag 
• Practical removal trolley for the easy removal of bales   
• Manual oiler for consistently high cutting capacity   
• User safety through emergency off switch   
• Functional operator control panel with LED indicator   
• Mobile on castors           
     

HSM SP 4040 V Shredder baler combination
This compact combination of the large document shredder FA 400.2 and a vertical baling press is ideal for professional 
document shredding in large quantities, which are then compressed into bales of up to 77 lbs. 

DE STCDLW

4000 W 17 in 208 V/
60Hz

Part # Cutting Size Cutting Type Cutting Capacity 
in Sheets 

Security level 
DIN 32757-1

Security Level 
DIN 66399

Cutting 
capabilities

HSM365520 9/32" x 1 1/2" - 3 5/32" cross 500 - 550 2 P-3 / O-2 / T-3 / E-2

Dimensions (HxWxD): 55.5" x 45.5" x 92.5"    color: white

Max Bale Size (HxWxD): 22.24" x 19.29" x 31.49" (box size), pressing power: 8 tons

HSM SP 5080 Shredder baler combination
This powerful combination of the large document shredder FA 500.3 and a counterplate baling press provides for data security 
in archives and compresses the shredded material into bales between 80 and 175 lbs. 9200 W 20 in 208 V/

60Hz • High quality materials and "Made in Germany" quality for safety and durability   
• Cutting rollers made of hardened solid steel   
• Convenient material feeding via non-slip conveyor belt   
• Continuous operation is possible thanks to the powerful motor with a chain drive   
•  Automatic return eliminates paper jams   
• Simple commissioning of the combination using Plug-and-Play   
• Light barrier for automatic start of the compression process   
• Shredder material is compressed into compact bales and can optionally be cleanly disposed of in a box or waste bag  
• The bale weight is variable depending on the requirement   
• Automatic oiler provides for consistently high cutting capacity   
• User safety through emergency off rail   
• Multifunction element for intuitive operation   
• Mobile on castors        

LWDE STCD
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HSM V-Press 60
V-Press 60 shrinks the amount of waste for disposal. Compresses plastic foils, paper bags, lightweight boxes and packing 
paper. Castors allow for mobility.

29.1 x 25 in

• Compresses plastic film and lightweight packaging material   
• Used packing material is fed into baling press immediately after unpacking; does not need to be transported into interim storage 
• Baled produced can be re-pressed in hydraulic HSM baling presses (i.e. compressed into denser and larger bales)   
• Does not use any electricity, or need servicing or maintenance   
• Effortless to operate with a minimum amount of strength   
• Simple and easy bale extraction; can be comfortable transported on a pallet   
• Made in Germany      

DE

Part # Loading aperture (WxD) in inches Bale size (H x W x L) in inches

HSM6201 29“ x 25“           max. 31.6“ x 23.6“ x 31.5“

Dimensions (HxWxD): 50.4" x 31.9" x 28.9" color: light grey

Part # Barrel type/barrel size up to 52 gallons (In) Output/hr.

HSM6820-FP3000 light metal & rolled hoops / 24.3" x 42.9"    50 barrels

Dimensions (HxWxD): 113.85“ x 45.98“ x 37.79“   color: light grey

HSM V-Press 504
The entry-level model HSM V-Press 504 allows for the economical disposal of your packaging waste. Compact and sturdy 
design – this vertical press requires a small footprint saving precious warehouse space.
• Compresses plastic foil and cardboard   
• Comfortable, easy-to-use membrane keypad with text display that shows the current status of the machine   
• Selectable programs for pressing cardboard or plastic foil   
• THE HSM TCS (Torsion Control System) prevents one-sided overcharge, optimized the pressing procedure and  
    assures longer service life 
• Automatic return stroke   
• Bale removal & transport with discharge trolley   
• Compact and sturdy design   

DE

1100 W 27.5 x 18.5 in 120 V/
60Hz

Part #Part # Loading aperture (WxD) in inches Bale size (H x W x L) in inches

HSM6151 27.5" x 18.5"        max. 23.6" x 19.6" x 27.5"

Dimensions (HxWxD): 75.6" x 19.6 x 27.5" color: light grey

HSM V-Press 610
Reduces the volume of cardboard or foils in an economical way. 

• Compresses plastic foil and cardboard   
• Special retaining claws optimize the compression of the pressing material, increasing both the loading volume and the bale output 
• Low installation height and surface   
• Mechanical bale ejector   
• Double door with hand wheel door lock   
• Versatile and compact      

DE

3000 W 31.5 x 19.5 in 3x220V/
60Hz

Part # Loading aperture (WxD) in inches Bale size (H x W x L) in inches

HSM6110 31.5" x 19.5"         max. 23.6" x 23.6" x 31.5“

Dimensions (HxWxD): 77.95" x 46.8" x 32"  color: light grey

HSM V-Press 820
All the advantages of a baling press into one strong disposal station

• Compresses plastic foil and cardboard   
• Special retaining claws optimize the compression of the pressing material, increasing both the loading volume and the bale output 
• Low installation height and surface   
• Mechanical bale ejector   
• Double door with hand wheel door lock   
• Versatile and compact      

DE

47 x 22 in 3x220V/
60Hz

Part # Loading aperture (WxD) in inches Bale size (H x W x L) in inches

HSM6143 47“ x 22“     max: 39.37“ x 30.7“ x 47.2“

Dimensions (HxWxD): 97.2" x 66.92 x 42.3"  color: light grey

Part # Cutting Size Cutting Type Cutting Capacity 
in Sheets 

Security level 
DIN 32757-1

Security Level 
DIN 66399

Cutting 
capabilities

HSM365520 9/32" x 1 1/2" - 3 5/32" cross 500 - 550 2 P-3 / O-2 / T-3 / E-2

Dimensions (HxWxD): 55.5" x 45.5" x 92.5"    color: white

Max Bale Size (HxWxD): 22.24" x 19.29" x 31.49" (box size), pressing power: 8 tons



HSM PET Crusher CP4988 Bottle and Can Crusher 
The PET Crusher CP4988 perforates and crushes plastic bottles in one working cycle with ease.

• Powerful compression reduces polyethylene terephthalate (commonly used beverage, food and other liquid containers) and   
 cans down to 1/3 or 1/4 of the original     
• Crusher rollers made of specially hardened and ground steel, completely resistant to wear and very strong, for a long service life 
• Scraper system removes the compressed plastic bottles and cans from the crusher rollers to prevent blockages and downtime  while clearing 
• Dosing shaft with integrated blades ensures that the plastic bottles and cans are fed reliably   
• Manual control of the machine via easy-to-use keypad with forward, reverse, and stop functions   
• LED display provides information on the current status of the machine (ready, overload, door open, container full)  
• Automatic switch off after two minutes to save energy     
• Cutting head can also be used in combination with a deposit return machine (further information on request)  
• Manual, three-fold strapping with continuous polyester strap       
     

DE

2200 W 16.7 in 3 x 208 V / 
60 Hz

Part # Loading aperture (WxD) in inches Bottle Diameter

HSM6577 4,000 (1 liter bottles)           2" - 4.7"

Dimensions (HxWxD): 70.87" x 37.4" x 145.3"  color: light grey

HSM PET Crusher 1049 SA 120 V Bottle and Can Crusher 
Puts a cap on your crowded workspace by disposing of plastic bottles and aluminum cans.  
• Use for disposing & crushing up to 2,400 plastic bottles/aluminum cans  
• Effortlessly perforates and crushes in one working cycle  
• Crushes small quantities of aluminum beverage cans  
• 2,000 bottle capacity (1 liter bottles)  
• 76.6 gallon material collection trolley
• 1 Phase Power 120V   
• Made in Germany   

DE

Bale size (H x W x L) 
in inches

2200 W 16.7 in 120 V/
60Hz

Part # Loading aperture (WxD) in inches Bottle Diameter

HSM1697 2,000 (1 liter bottles)            2" - 4.7"

Dimensions (HxWxD): 35.4“ x 31.18“ x 62.4“  color: light grey

HSM PET Crusher 1049 SA Bottle and Can Crusher
Puts a cap on your crowded workspace by disposing of plastic bottles and aluminum cans.  

• Use for disposing & crushing up to 2,400 plastic bottles/aluminum cans  
• Effortlessly perforates and crushes in one working cycle  
• Crushes small quantities of aluminum beverage cans  
• 2,000 bottle capacity (1 liter bottles)  
• 76.6 gallon material collection trolley   
• Made in Germany   

DE
2200 W 16.7 in 3 x 208 V / 

60 Hz

Part # Loading aperture (WxD) in inches Bottle Diameter

HSM1692 2,000 (1 liter bottles)            2" - 4.7"

Dimensions (HxWxD): 35.4" x 31.18" x 62.4"  color: light grey

58 When ordering please also consider the consumable materials for the HSM Warehouse Management Solutions on page 68 & 69.
All specifications are listed without guarantee. Technical and design modifications reserved.



HSM FP 3000 Barrel Press
Excellently suited for pressing light metal and rolled hoop barrels. 

• Pressing power: 27.5 tons  
• Press ram with spikes for opening the barrels and collector tray for residual liquid  
• Enclosed on all sides with inspection window for safety and dust reduction  
• Comfortable, easy-to-use membrane keypad with text display that shows the current status of the machine   
• Automatic return stroke saves time, overheads and personnel costs  
• Low maintenance and sturdy hydraulics    

DE

3x220V/
60Hz

Part # Barrel type/barrel size up to 52 gallons (In)        Output/hr.

HSM6820 light metal & rolled hoops / 24.3" x 42.9"              50 barrels

Dimensions (HxWxD): 113.85“ x 45.98“ x 37.79“   color: light grey
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White Glove (WG) is inside delivery service of the shredders 
and other industrial machines to the location of the 
customer’s choice and the debris is removed.Guaranteed to 
the ground level if an elevator is not accessible. Only applies 
within the continental United States.
 
A bundle unit consists of the shredder and an installed 
automatic oiler. 
 
Bundle & white glove delivery combination are available for 
select models. 
 
For more information on Bundles and White Glove 
Delivery, contact your HSM dealer or Customer Service at 
800.613.2110 for more information.
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We are your partner –
for products and project planning!

PET bottles / UBCCardboardFoils

Plastics

Paper

Examples for compressable materials

Plastics Plastics Plastics

HSM does not just offer hardware alone, but provides individual

system solutions as well. When it comes to demanding systems,

you can benefit from our extensive know-how and broad 

experience. Experienced HSM specialists assist you right from 

the start on site and provide ongoing support and service. 

With the wide range of options and accessories, our disposal 

solution can be fully integrated into your existing operation and 

processes. The individualised design makes the entire system 

efficient. Get in touch with us and HSM will find the right solution 

for your individual requirements.
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The HSM cutting machine range has the product that fits your requirements perfectly. The product range offers machines for 

the home office and also includes professional machines for batch processing and DIN formats. High level of user safety due 

to patented designs and precise cutting are impressive benefits of proven HSM quality.

HSM Cutting Machines
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HSM Cutline G & T series Cutline machines
Cutting-edge precision quality

Fold-down protective guard
The fold-down protective guard ensures 
safe operation while also saving space 
when stored away.

Hardened, ground cutting 
blade with counter blade 
(G3225, G4620, G4640)
The hardened, ground cutting 
blade with counter blade ensures 
you achieve a precise cut.

Automatic contact pressure 
The automatic contact pressure ensures 
that the paper does not move during 
cutting.  

Rear limit stop
The lockable rear limit stop allows for 
the precise positioning of the cutting 
material to ensure you get perfect 
cutting results.

Collection tray  
for paper remains
Paper remains fall into the practical 
collection tray and can be removed 
easily.

Ergonomically  
shaped handle
The ergonomically shaped handle 
lies comfortably in your hand and 
ensures an optimal cutting effect. 

Metal base plate with  
dimensioning 
The cutting machine has a sturdy  
metal base plate with sizing in cm  
and inches as well as angle and  
special format scaling.

Recessed handle for  
easy lifting
The cutting machine can be easily 
lifted and moved by using the  
recessed handles on the sides. 

Ergonomic cutting head
The ergonomically shaped and 
smoothly running cutting head ensures 
optimal handling and ease of use.

Device for practical  
wall mounting
The rotary trimmer can be  
conveniently mounted on a wall.
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Rotary trimmer - HSM Cutline T3310
Compact and handy roll cutting machine for formats up to DIN A3 landscape. Cuts up to 10 sheets of paper at once.

Rotary trimmer - HSM Cutline T4610
Sturdy and handy roll cutting machine for formats up to DIN A2 landscape. Cuts up to 10 sheets of paper at once.

Stack Cutter HSM R 48000
Compact and easy to use lever cutting machine. Cuts paper up to the format DIN A3 landscape and is ideal for the  
private sector.

• Automatic contact pressure of the shredder material when cutting   
• Optimal handling through smooth-running, ergonomically shaped cutting head   
• Self-sharpening round blade for permanently precise results    
• Practical collection tray for paper remains    
• Enclosed side stop allows for precise positioning of the cutting material    
• Recessed handle for easy lifting of the cutting machine  
• Sturdy metal base plate with cm/inch as well as angle and special format scaling    
• Device for practical wall mounting    
• Spare cutting head available    
• Non-slip stand of the cutting machine     

• Automatic contact pressure of the shredder material when cutting    
• Optimal handling through smooth-running, ergonomically shaped cutting head    
• Self-sharpening round blade for permanently precise results    
• Practical collection tray for paper remains    
• Enclosed side stop allows for precise positioning of the cutting material    
• Recessed handle for easy lifting of the cutting machine    
• Sturdy metal base plate with cm/inch as well as angle and special format scaling    
• Device for practical wall mounting    
• Spare cutting head available    
• Non-slip stand of the cutting machine     

• High-quality ground cutting blades of hardened steel    
• Manual paper clamping and safety lock    
• Protected by plexiglass cover    
• Spindle-guided rear limit stop    
• Stacking bracket for exact placement of the paper included in the scope of delivery    
• With cm and inch scale       

Guillotine - HSM Cutline G3210
Compact and easy to use lever cutting machine. Cuts paper up to the format DIN A3 landscape and is ideal for the  
private sector.

• The fold-down protective guard provides for safe operation and space-saving storage    
• High quality cutting blade with counter blade – for a precise cut and cutting capacity    
• Manual contact pressure of the shredder material when cutting    
• Ergonomically shaped handle for optimal handling    
• Practical collection tray for paper remains    
• Enclosed side stop allows for precise positioning of the cutting material    
• Recessed handle for easy lifting of the cutting machine   
• Sturdy metal base plate with cm/inch as well as angle and special format scaling    
• Non-slip stand of the cutting machine        

All specifications are listed without guarantee. Technical & design modifications reserved.
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Part # Max. paper format Cutting length 
in inches

Cutting capacity 
in sheets

Clamping me-
thod

HSM1000901 DIN A4 landscape 13" 10 automatic

Dimensions (HxWxD): 3.47“ x 20.9“ x 9.17  color: white / red / grey

Part # Max. paper format Cutting length 
in inches

Cutting capacity 
in sheets Clamping method

HSM1000740 DIN A2 landscape 18 7/8" 600      manual

Dimensions (HxWxD): 28 3/8“ x 29 15/16“ x 18 1/8“  color: white / red / grey

Part # Max. paper format Cutting length 
in inches

Cutting capacity 
in sheets Clamping method

HSM1000911 A4 12.8" x 6.1" 10 manual

Dimensions (HxWxD): 2.95“ x 23.8“ x 11“ color: white / red / grey

Part # Max. paper format Cutting length 
in inches

Cutting capacity 
in sheets Clamping method

HSM1000902 A4 18" 10    automatic

Dimensions (HxWxD): 3.8“ x 26.1“ x 9.45“ color: white / red / grey
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Guillotine - HSM Cutline G3225
Compact, versatile and easy to use lever cutting machine. Cuts paper and thin cardboard up to the format DIN A3 landscape.

Guillotine - HSM Cutline G4620
Sturdy, versatile and easy to use lever cutting machine. It cuts paper and cardboard up to the format DIN A2 landscape and 
facilitates work for private and professional users.

Guillotine - HSM Cutline G4640
Sturdy, versatile and easy to use lever cutting machine. It cuts paper and thin cardboard up to the format DIN A2 landscape and 
is therefore ideal for private and professional users.

• The fold-down protective guard provides for safe operation and space-saving storage    
• Hardened, ground cutting blade with counter blade – for a precise cut and cutting capacity   
• Automatic contact pressure of the shredder material when cutting   
• Ergonomically shaped handle for optimal handling    
• Practical collection tray for paper remains    
• Enclosed side stop & lockable rear limit stop allows for precise positioning of the cutting material     
• Recessed handle for easy lifting of the cutting machine.   
• Sturdy metal base plate with cm/inch as well as angle and special format scaling    
• Non-slip stand of the cutting machine          
  

• The fold-down protective guard provides for safe operation and space-saving storage    
• Hardened, ground cutting blade with counter blade – for a precise cut and cutting capacity   
• Automatic contact pressure of the shredder material when cutting    
• Ergonomically shaped handle for optimal handling    
• Practical collection tray for paper remains    
• Enclosed side stop & lockable rear limit stop allows for precise positioning of the cutting material    
• Recessed handle for easy lifting of the cutting machine   
• Sturdy metal base plate with cm/inch as well as angle and special format scaling    
• Non-slip stand of the cutting machine          
          

• The fold-down protective guard provides for safe operation and space-saving storage    
• Hardened, ground cutting blade with counter blade – for a precise cut and cutting capacity   
• Automatic contact pressure of the shredder material when cutting    
• Ergonomically shaped handle for optimal handling    
• Practical collection tray for paper remains    
• Enclosed side stop & lockable rear limit stop allows for precise positioning of the cutting material   
• Recessed handle for easy lifting of the cutting machine    
• Sturdy metal base plate with cm/inch as well as angle and special format scaling    
• Non-slip stand of the cutting machine         
       

facilitates work for private and professional users.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
          

Sturdy, versatile and easy to use lever cutting machine. It cuts paper and thin cardboard up to the format DIN A2 landscape and 
is therefore ideal for private and professional users.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
       

All specifications are listed without guarantee. Technical & design modifications reserved.

Part #

Part # Max. paper format Cutting length 
in inches

Cutting capacity 
in sheets Clamping method

HSM1000913 A4 12.8" x 9" 25    automatic

Dimensions (HxWxD): 4.8“ x 23.9“ x 12.13“ color: white / red / grey

Part # Max. paper format Cutting length 
in inches

Cutting capacity 
in sheets Clamping method

HSM1000912 A3 18.11" x 9" 20    automatic

Dimensions (HxWxD): 4.8“ x 29“ x 14.2“  color: white / red / grey

Part # Max. paper format Cutting length 
in inches

Cutting capacity 
in sheets Clamping method

HSM1000914 A3 18.11" x 12.6" 40     automatic

Dimensions (HxWxD): 5.24“ x 29.5“ x 15.98“ color: white / red / grey
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DuraFlex Shred Console
No more bending over, ergnomic insert can be pulled straight out of console without the need to squat.

• No bending required
• Insert call be pulled straight out of console
• Even balanced grip for better handling
• Lip rests on cart when emptying
• Multi-directional - insert can not be put in backwards
• Self closing lock - no key is needed to shut door        
 

36”- DF- 44 - 720D  36" H x 21.5" W x 16" D 70-80 gallons

Part Number Dimensions Bin Capacity

Ergonomic DuraFlex Shred Console Insert
No more bending over, ergnomic insert can be pulled straight out of console without the need to squat.
• No bending required
• Insert call be pulled straight out of console
• Even balanced grip for better handling
• Lip rests on cart when emptying
• Paper distributes evenly for easier removal
• Easy stacking for transporting and storage
• Multi-directional - insert can not be put in backwards        

36 - DF - 23 - Insert 30" H x 18.5" W x 13.25"D 17.1 gallons 6 lbs

Part Number Dimensions Bin Capacity Weight (empty)

Shred bins & carts for storage of soon-to-be-shred documents. Keeps sensitive and confidential documents safe until it is 

time to shred.  Perfect for copy rooms or offices that have centralized shredding.

HSM Shred Bins and Carts
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Ergo DuraFlex Signature Series Secure Collection Consoles
No more bending over, ergnomic insert can be pulled straight out of console without the need to squat. Available in Espresso, 
Cherry or Maple finish.

• No bending required 
• Insert call be pulled straight out of console 
• Self-closing tamper proof lock - provides additional security 
• Even balanced grip for better handling 
• Lip rests on cart when emptying 
• Paper distributes evenly for easier removal 
• Easy stacking for transporting and storage 
• Multi-directional - insert can not be put in backwards        
 

32 gallon shred cart
Secure collections carts offer office friendly design for secure document collection.
• Provides secure collection of documents in office settings 
• Portable carts with 8" rubber wheels adding strength and ease 
• Handles allow full control when moving cart 
• Lid has molded paper slot for added strength and security 
• Internal locking system 
• The device automatically switches off if pressure is applied to the safety element 

64 gallon shred cart
Secure collections carts offer office friendly design for secure document collection.
• Provides secure collection of documents in office settings 
• Portable carts with 8" rubber wheels adding strength and ease 
• Handles allow full control when moving cart 
• Lid has molded paper slot for added strength and security 
• Internal locking system 
• The device automatically switches off if pressure is applied to the safety element      
 

95 gallon shred cart
Secure collections carts offer office friendly design for secure document collection.
• Provides secure collection of documents in office settings 
• Portable carts with 8" rubber wheels adding strength and ease 
• Handles allow full control when moving cart 
• Lid has molded paper slot for added strength and security 
• Internal locking system 
• The device automatically switches off if pressure is applied to the safety element 

Shredinator shred bins
Designed to fit in tight spaces i.e. under a counter or beside a desk.  Available in 24, 27 and 30 inch high units.

• Tamper proof lid for confidential disposal
• Lockable container
• Lightweight
• Grips on both ends allow for easy emptying
• Removable lid
• Optional nylon bag fits snugly inside container       

Part # Dimensions Bin Capacity Weight (empty)

24shredll-44-720D 24" H x 11" W x 20" D 16 gallons 5 lbs

27shredll-44-720D 27" H x 11" W x 20" D 20 gallons 6 lbs

30shredll-44-720D 30" H x 11" W x 20" D 23 gallons 7 lbs

Part # Dimensions Bin Capacity Weight (empty)

36 - DF - ES - 23 (Espresso) 36”H x 21.5”W x 16”D 17.1 Gallons 48 lbs

36 - DF - CH - 23 (Cherry) 36”H x 21.5”W x 16”D 17.1 Gallons 48 lbs

36 - DF - MA - 23 (Maple) 36”H x 21.5”W x 16”D 17.1 Gallons 48 lbs

Part # Dimensions Bin Capacity Weight (empty)

32G - I120L - 64 - LS -720D 19.5” x 21.5” x 38” up to 125 lbs 21 lbs

Part # Dimensions Bin Capacity Weight (empty)

95G-I360L-64-LS-720D 24.5” x 34” x 46” up to 350 lbs. 44 lbs

Part # Dimensions Bin Capacity Weight (empty)

64G - I240L - 64 - LS - 720D 23” x 29” x 42” up to 250 lbs. 35 lbs



·  Reusable plastic bags for document shredders and shredder baler combinations

· Special oil for cutting heads

· Polyester tape for shredder baler combinations

·  Cardboard box for document shredders and shredder baler combinations

On this page you can find everything you need for the continuous operation of HSM document shredders.

HSM Accessories



Plastic bags and box inserts

Reusable bags 

Shredder Oil

HSM Office Technology Accessories

68

Oilers

Part Number For Model Description

HSM1310 104.3, 105.3, B22, *all other small machines Roll / 100 count - 13” x 10” x 24” - 11 Gallons

HSM1408 108.2, B24, AF150, AF300 Roll / 100 count - 14” x 8” x 32” - 13 Gallons

HSM1815 125.2, B26, B32, B34, , AF500 Roll / 100 count - 18” x 15” x 34” - 34 Gallons

HSM2117 225.2, 386.2, 390.3, 412.2, B35, P36, P40 Roll / 100 count - 21” x 17” x 44” - 58 Gallons

HSM2523 450.2, 1049S, P44, Crusher Roll / 50 count - 25” x 23” x 45” - 96 Gallons

HSM3630 FA 400.2 (single bin setup) Roll / 50 count - 36” x 30” x 53” - 212 Gallons

HSM2318 FA 400.2 (double bin setup) Roll / 50 count - 23” x 18” x 60” - 92 Gallons

HSM270BOX 125.2 Box insert - 20 Gallons

HSM1340BOX 225.2 Box insert - 28 Gallons

HSM1365BOX 390.3 Box insert - 39 Gallons

HSM1565BOX 411.2 Box insert - 38.5 Gallons

HSM1820BOX B32 Box insert - 21.7 Gallons

HSM1840BOX B34 Box insert - 26.4 Gallons

HSM1850BOX P36/P40 Box insert - 38.3 Gallons

HSM2315BOX Corrugate Box Insert Baler (20/bundle) - 23.75“ x 15.75“ x 19.35“

HSM2728 FA500.3, KP100, 1049SA Roll/50 count - 27“ x 28“ x 60“

*More sizes available, contact HSM Customer Service at 1-800-613-2110 for more information

Part Number For Model Description

HSMNB210R02830 108,125.2, B26 Reusable shred bag 

HSMNB210R03330 225.2,B32,B34 Reusable shred bag 

HSMNB210NA3930 B35, P36, 386.2, 390.3, 411.2 Reusable shred bag 

Part Number For Model Description

HSM316P 12 oz. bottle 6 / case

HSM314P 16 oz. bottle 12 / case

HSM315P Gallon bottles 4 / case (includes funnel)

HSM33836159 Auto oiler (HSM factory installed) L3, L4 & L5 shredders

HSM3123500 Shredder Care Kit
(40) Multi-Surface Wipes; 12 oz. of lubricant; 

10 oz. of compressed air

Part Number For Model Description

HSM 6205 993 010 V- Press 504 / KP80 / KP88 1 Roll - WG 30 - 1640'

HSM 6212 993 010 V- Press 610 / CP4988 /  V-Press 80 1 Roll -WG 40 - 1640'

Part Number For Model Description

HSM 6127 990 101 Tape clamps 1 Box (1000 Pc)

HSM 615 199 0010 V Press 504 Bale Removal Trolley for V Press 504

Part Number For Model Description

HSM315 FA400.2c / FA500.3c / HDS-230 Gallon bottle of Shredder Oil 

HSM315P FA400.2c / FA500.3c / HDS-230 4 / case (includes funnel)

Part Number For Model Description

HSMShred-II BH  Stand Alone Nylon Bag with 4 hooks (fits all Shredinators)
 Stand Alone ID Badge Plate (one time expense to create 

ID badges for Shred Console)

Stand Alone Customized ID badges for all shred containers

HSMSB36bag1 Duraflex locking shred console Replacement bag 

Part Number For Model Description

HSM1562200030 All cross & micro-cut versions Automatic Oiler 300 mL

HSM3380000010 Industrials Auto Oiler Reservoir

HSM15624200020G All cross & micro-cut versions adapter kit for auto oiler with gallon of oil

HSM1562420020 All cross & micro-cut versions Auto Oiler

Part Number For Model Description

HSM2728 FA 500.3, PET Crusher 1049 SA Roll / 50 count

HSM4256 KP 80, KP 88 Roll / 50 count - 42” x 56”

HSM2416 40 VL Roll / 50 count - 24” x 16” x 40”

HSM6201 995 001 V Press 60 Box of 25 - Plastic Bag - 27.6" x 25.6" x 86.6"

HSM4256 KP80 & KP88 Baler Flat Carton of 50 - 42" x 56"

HSM2416 40VL Baler Roll Carton of 50 - 24" x 16" x 40"

HSM2315BOX 40VL Baler Corrugate Box Bundle of 20 - 23.75" x 15.75" x 19.35"

Part Number For Model Description

HSM 6201 993 000 V Press 60 1 Roll - Strapping Twine- 656'
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Strapping Twine

Strapping Tape 

Miscellaneous

Plastic Bags / Boxes

Shredder Oil

Shred Bin Accessories

HSM Warehouse Management Solutions Accessories 
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Part Number For Model Description

HSM 6205 993 010 V- Press 504 / KP80 / KP88 1 Roll - WG 30 - 1640'

HSM 6212 993 010 V- Press 610 / CP4988 /  V-Press 80 1 Roll -WG 40 - 1640'

Part Number For Model Description

HSM 6127 990 101 Tape clamps 1 Box (1000 Pc)

HSM 615 199 0010 V Press 504 Bale Removal Trolley for V Press 504

Part Number For Model Description

HSM315 FA400.2c / FA500.3c / HDS-230 Gallon bottle of Shredder Oil 

HSM315P FA400.2c / FA500.3c / HDS-230 4 / case (includes funnel)

Part Number For Model Description

HSMShred-II BH  Stand Alone Nylon Bag with 4 hooks (fits all Shredinators)
 Stand Alone ID Badge Plate (one time expense to create 

ID badges for Shred Console)

Stand Alone Customized ID badges for all shred containers

HSMSB36bag1 Duraflex locking shred console Replacement bag 

Part Number For Model Description

HSM2728 FA 500.3, PET Crusher 1049 SA Roll / 50 count

HSM4256 KP 80, KP 88 Roll / 50 count - 42” x 56”

HSM2416 40 VL Roll / 50 count - 24” x 16” x 40”

HSM6201 995 001 V Press 60 Box of 25 - Plastic Bag - 27.6" x 25.6" x 86.6"

HSM4256 KP80 & KP88 Baler Flat Carton of 50 - 42" x 56"

HSM2416 40VL Baler Roll Carton of 50 - 24" x 16" x 40"

HSM2315BOX 40VL Baler Corrugate Box Bundle of 20 - 23.75" x 15.75" x 19.35"

Part Number For Model Description

HSM 6201 993 000 V Press 60 1 Roll - Strapping Twine- 656'
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Visit the HSM Internet portal for information on the company 

and the products. HSM offers you even more through the partner 

login: interactive tools for creating your own data sheets, 

a media database for obtaining images, the eXtraWeb to retrieve 

any information you choose and an innovative, user-friendly 

product finder. Just register at www.hsmofamerica.com and 

you will be amazed at the tools that are available and how 

easy they are to use.

www.hsmofamerica.com – a website with so many  
interesting options for you.

Web2Print Wizard:

Here you can find ready-made brochures for the HSM SECURIO, 

HSM Classic, HSM shredstar and cardboard perforators. With 

a few clicks of the mouse, you combine all the products you want 

to promote and add the price and your logo. In just a few minutes 

your promotional brochure is ready to print.

Product finder:

Choose a site or security level, material to be shredded, the 

number of sheets or the price – and the right choice of document 

shredder will appear for you.

Data sheet generator:

On each product page, you can compile a comprehensive data 

sheet for the device you select.

Media database:

By accessing eXtraWeb, you can also access the HSM picture 

archive with current images and product videos in any size and in 

any standard file format. (Available to dealers only)

The online tools in detail
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Notes on the technical details
Document shredders and cutting machines:
Cutting type: The material is shredded into either strips or particles.
Cutting size: Dimension of the strips or particles of the shredded material (depending on the paper quality).
Cutting capacity:  The maximum number of sheets (DIN A4, 70 g/m² or 80 g/m²), fed lengthways, which can be cut in one cycle.  

The performance data is determined when the motor is cold and the cutting device is freshly oiled. A weaker mains voltage or 
a different mains frequency to the one specified could result in less sheet capacity and increased noise during operation. The 
sheet capacity can vary depending on the structure and properties of the paper and on the way it enters. The performance data 
is calculated in 70 g/m². 

Security levels 32757-1: According to DIN 32757-1, with the exception of HS Level 6 and Highest Security (developed by HSM).
Security levels 66399:  According to DIN 66399.
OMDD:   The OMDD (Optical Media Destruction Device) cutting unit shreds CDs and DVDs and is recommended for shredding 

confidential information by the Federal Office for Information Security.
Intake/working width: Maximum effective width of the feed opening.
Motor:  Power consumption of the document shredder motor at maximum cutting capacity (see above)/
 Rated power of document shredder drive motor.
Voltage/frequency: AC mains supply.
Dimensions: External dimensions of the machine when set up for operation.
Weight: Net weight of the machine without packaging.
Container/collection volume:  Volume of waste container or collection capacity for cut material before the machine switches off.
Table size: External dimensions of the cutting table for cutting machines

Shredder baler combinations:
Pressing power: Piston cylinder surface multiplied by the maximum hydraulic pressure (theoretical value).
Motor: Rated power of document shredder and baling press drive motors.
Max. bale size: The length of the bales varies depending on the expansion force of the compressed material.
Dimensions: External dimensions of the machine when set up for operation.
Weight: Net weight without packaging,loaded material,feeding system or options. 

Cardboard perforators:
Effective width: The maximum effective width of the feed opening.
Infeed height: Height of the intake opening.
Cutting capacity: The number of layers of cardboard which can be cut in one cycle.
Cutting speed: This is calculated on the basis of the external diameter and speed of the cutting rollers in idle operation.
Motor:  Power consumption of the motor at maximum cutting performance / rated power of the cardboard  

perforator drive motor.
Voltage/frequency: Three-phase/alternating current power supply.
Dimensions: External dimensions of the machine when set up for operation.
Weight: Net weight of the machine without packaging and options.

Hard drive shredder HDS:
Cutting capacity:   The number of hard drives that can be shredded in one hour.
Cutting size:   The dimensions of the particles that resulted from shredding the material. 
Motor:  Rated power of hard drive shredder drive motor.
Voltage/frequency:   Three-phase/alternating current power supply.
Size:   The external dimensions of the machine when set up for operation.
Weight:   The net weight of the machine, without packaging and options.

Terms and Conditions: The general terms and conditions of HSM are the basis of each business transaction with the exception of individual contractual agreements. Our general terms and 
conditions can be found on our website at http://www.hsmofamerica.com. If access to our website is not possible, you can obtain our terms and conditions by phone at 800-613-2110.
Compact Shredders & shredstar Models: Failure caused by defect is limited to two (2) years from date of invoice. A Maximum of one replacement unit is authorized during the 
warranty period. Strip and Cross Cut Cutting Rollers are warranted to be free of manufacturer defects for the life of the shredder from date of invoice.
Office Shredders: Parts and labor to repair any failure caused by defect is limited to three (3) years from date of invoice. Strip and Cross Cut Cutting Rollers are warranted to be 
free of manufacturer defects for the life of the shredder from the date of invoice.
Professional Shredders: Parts and labor to repair any failure caused by defect is limited to three (3) years from date of invoice. Strip and Cross Cut Cutting Rollers are warranted 
to be free of manufacturer defects for the life of the shredder from the date of invoice.
Level 5 Shredders: Parts & labor to repair any failure caused by defect is limited to three (3) years from date of invoice. Cutting Rollers on all (Level 5) units that have an oiler 
installed are warranted to be free of manufacturer defects for five (5) years from date of invoice. Failure to lubricate these machines properly will void the warranty. Cutting 
Rollers on High Security (Level 5) Shredders purchased without an oiler are warranted for one (1) year.
High Security (Level 6) Shredders: Parts & labor to repair any failure caused by defect is limited to three (3) years from date of invoice. Cutting Rollers on all (Level 6) units that 
have an oiler installed are warranted to be free of manufacturer defects for five (5) years from date of invoice. Failure to lubricate these machines properly will void the warranty. 
Cutting Rollers on High Security (Level 6) Shredders purchased without an oiler are warranted for one (1) year. In all cases, the final authority in determining cutting system defects 
lies with the manufacturer. All cutting systems must be returned to the manufacturer.
Premium Shredding Systems: Parts and labor to repair any failure caused by defect is limited to one (1) year from date of invoice. Limited lifetime Cutting Roller warranty on all 
industrial models.
ProfiPacks: Parts and labor to repair any failure caused by defect is limited to one (1) year from date of invoice. Cutting Rollers are warranted to be free of manufacturer defects for 
ten (10) years from date of invoice. 
Cutters and Trimmers: Cutters and trimmers are warranted to be free from failure caused by defect, limited to two (2) years from date of invoice, excluding “consumable” parts. A 
maximum of one replacement unit is authorized during the warranty period, excluding the stack cutter.
Hard Drive Shredders: Parts to repair any failure caused by defect are limited to two (2) years from date of invoice. Labor to repair any failure caused by defect is limited to 90 days 
from date of invoice.
Balers: Parts and labor to repair any failure caused by defect is limited to one (1) year from date of invoice. Warranty Service Phone number: 1-800-613-2110.     
Pricing: Prices are valid from January 1, 2016 until further notice to not later than December 31, 2016. All previous price lists are now deemed invalid.

NOTES:
• Freight or transportation damage is not classified as a warranty repair in any case.
• Proof of purchase may be required from the end-user for warranty validation.
• This warranty policy is effective 1/1/16.
• Refurbished products go through an extensive restoration process. The operation and functionality of the product is like new with some possible minor cosmetic imperfections. All 

REFURBISHED products are reinstated with the standard new warranty equal to the original warranty of that unit.
• Parts Warranty: If a part fails within the original warranty period and is deemed as a warrantable part: The warranty of the part is equal to the original warranty period of the machine. 

All other Parts sold outside of the warranty period of the original unit are warranted for a period of one (1) year.
• Accessories Warranty: Accessories including bags, oil, box inserts, and shred carts are warranted for a period of 90 days.
• We recommend the use of the HSM branded oil with our machines.
• We will accept credit card payments with the understanding that the purchaser is responsible for a credit card
   processing fee of 2.5%.  This fee will be added to the invoice.
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HSM – the company
Cutting. Shredding. Compressing.

Since 1971, HSM has been pursuing a clear strategy – a consistent commitment to quality “Made in Germany”.  
This product and service quality is the key to success in both the office technology and environmental technology business 
sectors. As a specialist for products and services for data protection as well as technologies for optimising logistics and 
recycling processes, HSM is one of the world’s leading providers. 

Inquire now! We are always glad to help.

Head office in Germany:

HSM GmbH + Co. KG · Austraße 1-9 · 88699 Frickingen / Germany 
Tel. +49 7554 2100-0 · Fax +49 7554 2100-160
info@hsm.eu · www.hsm.eu

Gratis Hotline 
DE, AT, BE, NL, LU, DK
Tel.  00800 44 77 77 66
Fax  00800 44 77 77 67

HSM Vertrieb Deutschland
Deutschland@hsm.eu
 
HSM Vertrieb Österreich
Austria@hsm.eu

HSM Verkoop België, Nederland,
Luxemburg
Benelux@hsm.eu
 
HSM Salgs Support Danmark
Danmark@hsm.eu

HSM Commerciale Italia
Italia@hsm.eu

HSM GmbH + Co. KG
Oficina Barcelona
C/Tona
Nave n° 15 “El Lago”
Pol. Ind. Monguit
08480 L’Ametlla del Vallès
Barcelona
Spain
Tel.  +34 93 8617187
Fax  +34 93 8463417
Spain@hsm.eu
www.hsm.eu

HSM France SAS
Parc de Genève
240, Rue Ferdinand Perrier
69800 Saint-Priest
France
Tél. +33 472 210580
Fax  +33 472 517481
France@hsm.eu
www.hsm.eu

HSM Polska Sp. z o.o.
ul. Emaliowa 28
02-295 Warszawa
Poland
Tel.  +48 22 862-2369
Fax  +48 22 862-2368
info@hsmpolska.com
www.hsm.eu

HSM (UK) Ltd.
14 Attwood Road / Zone 1
Burntwood Business Park
Burntwood · Staffordshire
WS7 3GJ
United Kingdom
Tel.  +44 1543 272-480
Fax  +44 1543 272-080
info@hsmuk.co.uk
www.hsmuk.co.uk

HSM of America LLC
419 Boot Road
Downingtown, PA 19335
Phone: (800) 613-2110
Fax  (484) 237-2309
customerservice@hsmofamerica.com
info@hsmofamerica.com
www.hsmofamerica.com

HSM subsidiaries and sales offices:E-mail / hotline:




